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FOREWORD

There will sure be a lot of repercussions from this paper. To ask an Adventist to believe this — will be like asking a Catholic to give up Sunday. Or renounce the infallibility.

Except with a few exceptions — I will receive no honor, no aid, for this labor. The Lovers of Self and the Fellowship of Flesh — will flee as from the Plague.

If we can be saved — believing a lie — then I should be silent and not disturb the hornet's nest. But I have documentation galore on my side, I have writer's admission from the World's authorities on the question — still, for the Adventist to break with Tradition — would be like asking the Tahiti-Voodoolists to break with their Witch Doctors.

If we reckon this by the NUMBERS that will accept it — we know we have lost — before we start. We are on the losing team. No one likes to be on the losing team. The Disciples went and hid — in an upper room — for fear of the Jews. We know we will end up in the "isolated places" — but before we do, we will give them something to think about when the Voice of God comes around to break our captivity.

Yes, we know a turning point will come, but before it comes we will go DOWN & DOWN & DOWN, and in the hour of our greatest despair and hopelessness — God will look in on the scene — the Double Guard of Angels will keep us to that time. To the time when the whole Earth will heave and tremble as the Voice of God turns our captivity. We would never get there — believing any lie.

Hell hath no fury like a sinner whose errors are exposed. So the slick Preachers come around — finding fault — with NOTHING. They know how to get the money, and which side of their bread is buttered. They will not expose the Laodicean Harlot for being NAKED in her SHAME.

We well know our greatest enemies will be our "Former Brethren." GC 608. And we do not have to WAIT to know it, we know it even NOW! As daily there are those falling off the little Narrow Path cast high above the Earth. They do not want the "BRIGHT LIGHT" at the beginning of the path, they prefer the sooth-sayers who will tell them NOTHING about it. Or put it into the distant future. As long as it is out of sight and sound and not around to bother them. NONE of them will want this paper. — 1—
I could begin by giving you a rule of thumb that is accurate, positive, and irrevocable. Here it is:

TAKING UP A REPROACH

"In 1888 in the General Conference held in Minneapolis, MN., the Angel of Revelation 18 came down to his work, and was ridiculed, criticized, and rejected, and when the MESSAGE he brings again will SWELL INTO a LOUD CRY, IT WILL AGAIN be ridiculed, and spoken against, and rejected by the MAJORITY." Elder Brisbin Book. p.10-1. "ARE SDA DOING GOD'S WILL?"


Do you get the full import of those words? Do you believe them? What do they say?
[1] The message of 1888 was ridiculed, rejected - by the majority.
[2] This message of 1888 - will be repeated.
[3] When it is repeated - it will again be hated, spoken against - by the Majority. They will NOT be Neutral. They will EAGERLY oppose that message when it comes again.

THE RULE OF THUMB

The irrevocable, unbending "RULE OF THUMB" is this: That any message or messages that have come - purporting to be the message of 1888 - purporting to be the truth of "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" and "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" if such message had been EAGERLY received by the CHURCH, by REFORM, by AWAKENING, by the MAJORITY - in fact - by ALL of them -
BY NO STRETCH OF THE IMAGINATION - can it possibly be the GENUINE message! Is that not clear?

At once, of course - this places us in a very unenviable position - we are at war - with ALL of them! But, again - we take great comfort in the fact that we have 200 references to prove that this is exactly the way it will be! We will be "Perhaps SEPARATELY AND ALONE." T5:463. More than this - we are to PLAN to be "ALONE!" The SOONER we learn this the BETTER." EW 105.

AT ONCE - we also face the unthinking hordes who will scream "Do not find fault!" "Do not condemn."

And there again - with 200 references on our side - we again take the unpopular side - the Testimony side - the Bible side - that no one was ever won to Christ - without being CONDEMNED!

For without CONDEMNATION - you REMAIN as and where you are.

The FIRST attempt of the Old Time Adventist Evangelist - was the opening of an attack against the "MARK OF THE BEAST" - "THE BEAST" - "THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST" - and going into history to prove that the LAW was CHANGED!

(Should we do that - but should not show where the TESTIMONIES were CHANGED - ???) The one is "God's Work" - to be supported by "THE" - the other is the "ACCUSERS of the Brethren." We should be BURIED ALIVE!

SHAKE IT OFF! "DARKNESS is to cover the Earth, and GROSS DARKNESS the people. And as NEARLY ALL around us are being enveloped in the THICK DARKNESS of ERROR and DELUSION, it becomes us to SHAKE OFF STUPIDITY, and live near to God...As DARKNESS thickens and ERROR increases, we should obtain a more thorough KNOWLEDGE of the TRUTH and be PREPARED to MAINTAIN OUR POSITION FROM the SCRIPTURES." EW 104-5.

As EW 102 sets forth:
(1) LISTEN to objections. Let them have their weight.
(2) Then show them where they are WRONG.
Not like the majority of preachers who sooth-say them, sympathize with them, and "SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS!" - ??? NEVER - !!! Slick as a slippery eel - they show them NOTHING - !!! But sympathy.

"Satan's object is gained when the faithful Testimony is SUPPRESSED. Those who so readily SYMPATHIZE with the WRONG - consider it a VIRTUE. I saw that many souls have been DESTROYED by their brethren unwisely SYMPATHIZING with them, when their ONLY HOPE was to be left to SEE and realize the full extent of their WRONGS. But as they eagerly accept the SYMPATHY of UNWISE brethren, they receive the idea that they are ABUSED...lay blame upon the REPROVER, and so patch up the matter...FALSE SYMPATHIZERS have worked in direct opposition to the mind of Christ and Ministering Angels...STAND OUT OF THE WAY...the living pointed Testimony, which will DEVELOP CHARACTER and PURIFY the Church...The people are ASLEEP in their sins and need to be ALARMED. Their MINISTERS have preached SMOOTH THINGS, but God's Servants, who bear sacred vital truths, should cry aloud and spare not, that the TRUTH may TEAR OFF the garment of SECURITY, and find its way to the HEART. THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY...was SHUNNED by the MINISTERS...MINISTERS of the nominal Churches do enough CRINGING." T1:213-4,249.

1. Show the error.
2. Set forth the truth in contrast with error.
3. This is the only way to convert anyone.

You could go around from morning to night, every day and all week and from one year to the next - WARNING your daughter not to SMOOCH - WARNING your son not to SMOKE - But they may think you are only trying to keep them from enjoying themselves - But NOTHING, I repeat - absolutely NOTHING - will SOBER them up, put them on their guard - teach them to RESIST, than a good SCARE - with some FACTS of LIFE -

{A} You see that girl over there with that BLACK baby? (Or let it be a pink one.) What did she find? SHAME! DIS-HONOR, REGRET. Not only for herself but for the whole family. Even for the BABY. Now her brothers and sisters must face an antagonistic World who RESPECT THEM...NOT! A mantle of DISGRACE has fallen on the whole family.
And she ends up with **LESS** - in trying unlawfully to get **MORE**?

| B | My son - you see that bum on skid row? No control of himself? Begging a dime so he can go get another beer? Again - **DISGRACE** on the family name. Nothing but **SHAME**!

**NO MAN - NO WOMAN** - was ever **CONVERTED** to Christ and God and Law and Morality - without a realization of what the Bible calls **"REPENTANCE!"** which is what we have been talking about - **"SHAME!" SHAME** for what you **HAVE** done. But far better to have **SHAME** for what you were **ABOUT TO DO**! Catch you **BEFORE** you do it! "**A stitch in time - saves nine.**" **PREVENTION** - not **CURE**!

Oh, yes! It is a noble thing to take in a girl - fallen by the way - and do what can be done to **RESTORE** her. At what **COST**? Build a hospital at the bottom of the cliff.

**BUT FAR BETTER** - build a **FENCE** and set up a **LIGHT** above, so they do not **FALL**! In other words, **PREVENTION**!

**CONDEMNATION** - There are two kinds of **CONDEMNATION**. Wait around, say nothing - then when it happens - bear down with merciless **CONDEMNATION!** Heartless, cruel and mean!

My observations of life and people leads me to believe - that the one inclined to **HELP** the fallen, try to **RESTORE** them in the favor of God and society - also **DO NOT CONDEMN** at that stage - they have understanding.

These are also the very ones - observant, alert, on guard, having Godly discernment and awareness - go-out-of-their-way-to-warn (**Condemn!**) the careless - **BEFORE** they **FALL**! To **PREVENT** the **ACCIDENT**!

**TEMPERANCE MEETINGS**

I have nothing but respect for true temperance meetings. In which the Church attempts to **WARN** people, keep them from **FALLING** - by sound exhortation, education, documentation, leading to repentance and conversion. By sound and critical **CONDEMNATION**: Make the liquor and tobacco traffic sound as **LOW** as you can possibly **PAINT IT**! I honor the men and women who will pay **TITHE** for this.
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DRUGS
What I do not honor, nor respect in any way - is that selfsame Adventist - when you point out to him that in his CONDEMNATION of these two vices - did he ever notice that Sr. White used MORE words in the original writings to roundly CONDEMN DRUGS - MORE than for smoking and drinking?

That DRUGS lay the FOUNDATION - set the fire and fever in the bones for these other things! Here it is:
"The use of DRUGS...is laying the FOUNDATION...The POISONS contained in many so-called REMEDIES create HABITS and APETITES that mean RUIN to both SOUL and BODY...laying the FOUNDATION of the LIQUOR HABIT, the OPIUM HABIT, the MORPHINE HABIT, that are so terrible a CURSE to society!" MH 126-7, 133, 176, 339. RH 4:416. Ev. 359.

THE EVIL EYE
What I do not appreciate - is the EVIL EYE this Adventist will give me - while he tells me: "Do not find FAULT!" Sr. White said so!

Here he is - hiring halls, spending THOUSANDS of $'s to WARN people - to CONDEMN smoking and drinking.

But he knows that DRUGS fall in the SAME and WORSE category - but because he is like a dog on a leash - he DARE NOT go beyond what his hidden masters allow.

This is the kind of a watchdog that the Testimonies and the Bible refer to as "DUMB DOGS that will not BARK!" That is why the Last Message will NOT be given by those "TRAINED!" in "Literary Institutions." GC 606. "They do not bear a simple, straightforward TESTIMONY...God...has NO USE in emergency for two-sided men. He wants MEN who will lay their hand upon a wrong work and say, "This is NOT according to the Will of God." Letter 19½, 1897. NL 96. SM 2:153.

HEALTH REFORM
"Present truth lies in the work of HEALTH REFORM...When the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE is received in its fullness, HEALTH REFORM will given its place." CDF 73.
"God gave the Light on HEALTH REFORM, and those who rejected it, rejected God." B6:31.

Some are pleased with a Minister who comes around - with no more Health Reform than the Catholic Priest - who will fail to help them in the Time of Trouble - but who may get up some kind of a tract to satisfy them. But after YEARS of stifling his conscience on this and many other questions - it is SEARED.

"His DISREGARD of HEALTH REFORM unfit him to stand as the Lord's MESSENGER." CDF 454.

WHY IS THIS SUCH AN IMPORTANT TEST - ???

"If LIGHT is turned from in one case, it will be disregarded in another." T2:70.

His cold, callous disregard for years and years merely to obey his hidden masters - gives him the HABIT of COLD, ICEBERG DISREGARD of other imperative TRUTHS that require IMMEDIATE ATTENTION - but you can beg and plead and hope and pray for his witness to the Truth - but all in vain. He has the feeling of a CROCODILE.

Some Eager-Beaver follower of his will submit a tract which he will print, merely as a sop for those who demand it, and are now satisfied. We have it all. Not knowing the issue after issue he has AVOIDED. Or mentions in haste in passing. NO DOCUMENTATION! Such as his brush-off of the MAXWELL BOOK and KEY '73. These are of no importance to him. As with HEALTH REFORM - he couldn't care less!

"They seemed INDIFFERENT and CARELESS (couldn't-careless!) CARELESS! They were not resisting the DARKNESS...His Angels LEFT those...to the CONTROL of Evil Angels." T1:180-1, 187.

"Those men, who after many years experience, have yet NO APPRECIATION of the medical missionary work, should not be appointed to preside over our Churches. THEY ARE NOT WALKING IN THE LIGHT for this time." MM 238.
Examine their doctrines carefully and you will see they are but decoys of Satan and a counterfeit. "Unless they repent - their candlestick will be removed out of its place."

**THE USELESS WORM-EATEN BRANCH:**

"The Saviour's curse pronounced upon the fruitless fig tree is a sermon to all formalists and boasting hypocrites who stand forth to the world in pretentious leaves, but are devoid of **fruit**...they deny the **power!**" 1893 GW 22-3.

**MEDICAL MISSIONARIES**

The AMA-FDA-SDA moved in for the kill against natural remedies and health food stores in their put-on "quackery congresses" all across the U.S.A. The National Health Federation moved in like little David - and sunk a stone into the numbskull of that Philistine Goliath - and the anti-pollution movement was born. Anyone now trained as a doctor, nurse, laboratory technician, or hospital orderly, will be welcomed with open arms to the natural treatment clinics now set up in Mexico - Tijuana or wherever - get in touch with the cancer journal and for once in your life - work on the right side! Half pay? Honest money! And your own health will improve in the bargain! You can avoid thousands of dollars on useless operations!

"Then the condition of the church will testify that her **light** has NOT been removed. But if church members do not act the part God has assigned them, the movement of health reform will go on **without** them, and it will be seen that God has removed - their - candlestick - out - of - its - place."

A CALL TO MEDICAL EVANGELISM, p.46. TM 356. NL 54. T6:299.

**THE PROFIT MOTIVE**

If the adventist cannot attack the drug traffic because it is his main source of income - perhaps someone should tell him that if it is income that is his main interest - and nothing else - the drinking and smoking traffic are great sources of income! So why not get-with-it?

If you deny the Testimonies on one point -

A.T. JONES
And follow A.T.JONES into the AMA-FDA-SDA "MERCHANTS OF BABYLON" - A.T.JONES as head of the SDA Medical Dept. with A.G.DANIELS went to the gangster city of CHICAGO to sell this denomination down the drug river under the specious guise that they HAD to be "ACCREDITED!" When institutions are run to this day all across the country WITHOUT ACCREDITING! Just another Adventist hoax.

No wonder that those who followed A.T.JONES in body ruin - also follow him in mind ruin. For not one ever falls for one error without quickly taking up with another.

YE SIMPLE ONES

"Jesus says, "Walk while ye have the Light, lest DARKNESS come upon you."...The conscience becomes less and less impressive. The Voice of God seems to become more and more distant, and the wrong-doer is LEFT to his own INFATUATION... "He is JOINED to his Idols, let him ALONE."

"CHARACTER is formed by HABITS, and ONE STEP in the DOWNWARD ROAD is a preparation for the SECOND STEP... "How long, YE SIMPLE ONES, will ye love simplicity? And the scorners delight in their scorning, and FOOLS hate KNOWLEDGE?...Because I have called, and ye refused...I also will LAUGH at your CALAMITY; I will MOCK when your FEAR cometh; when your FEAR cometh as DESOLATION, and your DESTRUCTION cometh as a WHIRLWIND...Then shall they CALL upon Me, but I will not answer; they shall seek Me early, but they shall not find me: for that they HATED KNOWLEDGE...FEAR lest ye sin against the Holy Ghost...LEFT to your own course, sunk in moral lethargy, and NEVER obtain FORGIVENESS..."

"According to the LIGHT and PRIVILEGES given will be the DARKNESS of those who refuse to walk in the LIGHT while they have the LIGHT," RH 3:477-8. June 29, 1897.

JONES entangled this denomination into DRUG DARKNESS.

From that JUDAS-ISCARIOT - think ye that ye shall find ANY TRUTH - ???
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| CH 22 | aids in work of **SANCTIFICATION**. |
| CD 387 | disease caused by disregard of. |
| T2:486 | flimsy excuses given for neglecting. |
| CD 294 | God does not give, that it may be disregarded. |
| T4:141 | guards God's people evils of debased appetite |
| T6:378 | men who do not follow, should **not** be ordained |
|          | as Ministers. |
| CH 22 | person who disregards, must pay penalty. |
| CD 400 | some SDA make subject of jest. |
| T6:371 | spiritual degeneracy reaped by them. |
| T3:311 | you cannot disregard or reject without penalty. |
| T2:377 | advocates of: accounted **MAD, INSANE, RADICAL.** |
| T2:377 | will be **OPPOSED**. |
| Te 201 | benefits of: **when Seven Last Plagues fall.** |
| T1:553 | closely connected with: present Truth. |
| CD 390 | decided message must be borne re. |
| CH 449-53 | educate, educate, educate |
| T3:161 | given to: fit people for Second Advent. |
| CD 38 | God's means of **PURIFYING** His people. Ev. 664. |
| CD 34 | God's people being **TESTED** in. |
| CH 49 | important part of Third Angel's Message. |
| T8:168 | increase of knowledge needed in every line of. |
| T1:486 | is part of Third Angel's Message. |
| T1:546 | is part of Truth. |
| T6:299 | Ministers indifferent to. |
| T8:168 | must be bound up and part of Gospel. |
| MM 259 | must be part of **Last Great Message.** |
| CH 575 | must do among SDA which has not yet done. |
| MM 259 | needed everywhere. |
| CH 20 | one branch of work to prepare people for Christ's coming. |
| CD 77 | part of Third Angel's Message. |
| T1:559 | preparatory work to meet **LAST EVENTS.** |
| T3:161 | make plain **NATURAL LAW** & urge **OBEYDENCE** to it. |
| T3:161 | to prepare a people for **SECOND ADVENT.** |
| CD 414-5 | **WARNING** re: Half and half **REFORMERS.** |
| GW 230 | **WARNING** re: Ministers who are in name only. |
| T6:429 | Children should be rooted in. |
| Te 91 | Gabriel taught John the Baptist parents. |
| T9:163 | thank God constantly for. |
| T6:372 | Daniel and three companions. |
| CD 38 | **BEWARE** how you **OPPOSE** |
| T1:493-4 | Devils hinder. |
No wonder that NO ONE can be found who will ATTACK that 1905 Pacific Union Press A.T.JONES book. Or that 1941 A.G. DANIIELS book on "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" ghost-written by L.E.FROOM. Following in the lead of JONES:

RULE OF THUMB

Remember that Rule of Thumb? WHEN the TRUE MESSAGE of COR comes again - it will AGAIN be HATED, SPOKEN AGAINST by the MAJORITY!

So again I ask WHO HATED, SPOKE AGAINST, REJECTED -

(A) That Daniells book on COR. WHERE - around the World, can ONE be found who has ever said one word AGAINST it? Tell me of ONE! Something must be WRONG! If that book IS the Message - why doesn't the MAJORITY HATE IT - speak AGAINST it? Did God make a MISTAKE? Or did the Church?

(B) The SAME rule of thumb applies to the 1905 JONES book.

(C) The SAME rule of thumb applies to the 1958 DAISY MEYERS BOOK that BRINSMEAD quoted from word for word. Why did the whole General Conference AGREE with it?

(D) The SAME rule of thumb applies to the 1959 RDB book.

(E) The SAME rule of thumb applies to "1888 Re-examined" - by Wieland & Short! If it is the PURE SOLID TRUTH - why is everyone going GA-GA over it? Why is NO ONE around the world HATING it? REJECTING it?

Must be something drastically WRONG! It CANNOT be the TRUTH of 1888! For surely if it was - the General Conference would NOT have elevated them in OFFICE! Nor given them their CREDENTIALS BACK! Something must be WRONG here!

"...and when the Message he brings again will SWELL INTO the Loud Cry, it will AGAIN be ridiculed, and spoken against by the MAJORITY!" "TAking UP A REPROACH." See p.2.

SO YOU SEE -

Expect a BARRAGE of PROTEST - against US! That we toppled their Pope's hat! That we undermined their citadel! That we took away their crown! Calling on us to "Present the Truth and FORGET Jones & Waggoner & Wright & Brinsmead & Froom & Maxwell & Heppenstall."
You did not **FORGET** them - you **FELL** for them!
And are too **DISHONEST** to **ADMIT** it!
And too **SHAMELESS** to **REGRET** it!
And do not want anyone else to know the truth either!
You couldn't care less what happens to **THEM**!
Instead of bringing a trespass **OFFERING**!

**THOSE WHO SAY NOTHING - OR NEXT TO NOTHING -**

(A) Against the Jones **DRUG PROGRAMME**
(B) Against the Waggoner worship **OUTSIDE** of the MHP
(C) Against the Brinsmead open attack against the **LAW**
(D) Against the "**NO EFFORT**" teaching of the **AWAKENING**
(E) Against **KEY '73** - and Billy Graham taking the lead.
(F) Against the Church teaching "**IN COMMON**" with BABY-**LON**
(G) Against the MAXWELL BOOK of a "New Order."
(H) Against the Church dropping **ALL** the Sanctuary Truths.
(I) Against the spectacle of **UNITING** Church Choirs
(J) Against the spectacle of revolving students
(K) Against "**OPERATION WHITECOAT**" - Army guinea pigs.
(L) Against the Church joining with the **CATHOLICS**
(M) Against the Church joining with Tel Aviv **JEWISH**
(N) Against the Church keeping **CHRISTMAS**
(O) Against the Church keeping **EASTER**
(P) Against the Church **LLU-VA COMPLEX** union with **STATE**.
(Q) Against the latest **STYLES**.
(R) Against the SEATTLE **POWER-POX SHOW**.
(S) Against the KELLOG-JONES-WAGGONER **CONFEDERACY**.
(T) Against the attacks against God's **COVENANT**.
(U) Against the **ONE-WORLD GOVERNMENT PLANS**.
(V) Against the JONES 1905 Pacific Press book.
(W) Against the "**ALPHA**" of Apostasy.
(X) Against the "**OMEGA**" of Apostasy.
(Y) Against the present **COUNTERFEIT** Nor define it.

Because then they might not be so **POPULAR**.
If they gave the trumpet a **CERTAIN** sound.
So they find it better to **PUSSY-FOOT** along **EFFEMINATELY**.
Because they do not believe the **PLAGUES** are even at the door. So they refuse to give the MIDNIGHT CRY: 
"**GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!**"

But they do expect a reward for "**FAITHFULNESS!**"

But they will not "**DIRTY THEIR HANDS**" - with the **TRUTH**!

One good thing they are doing - they are taking the **SHALLOW** and the **INSINCERE** and the "**COULDN'T-CARE-LESS!**" into their net - and thus relieve us of a great **CURSE!**

**FOR THE WRATH OF GOD!**

"Our enemies may triumph. They may speak **LYING WORDS**, and their tongues frame **SLANDER, DECEIT & FALSEHOOD**, yet will we not be moved. We know in whom we have believed...A reckoning day is coming...God is **SIFTING** His people...A **CORRUPT** people has arisen who could not live with the people of God. They despised **REPROOF**...They had time to **REPEAT** of their **WRONGS**; but **SELF** was too dear to **DIE**. " **They nourished** it, and it grew **STRONG**, and they **SEPARATED** from the peculiar people of God, whom He was **PURIFYING** unto Himself. We have reason to thank God that a way has been opened to save the Church, for the **WRATH OF GOD** must have come upon us, if these **CORRUPT** individuals also remained with us. **EVERY HONEST ONE** that may be **DECEIVED** by these disaffected ones, will have the **TRUE LIGHT** in regard to them if every **Angel** from **Heaven** has to visit them and enlighten their minds. We have nothing to fear in this matter...

"As we near the Judgment all will manifest their **TRUE CHARACTER**, and it will be made plain to what **COMPANY** they **BELONG**. The sieve is going; let us not say, Stay they hand, O God...The Church must be **PURGED** and will be." **SG 2:201. T1:100. T5:505,73. COL 419. GC 562. T7:219.**

**HEALTH REFORM and JONES.** The whole World is paying for the **JONES APOSTASY** - yet I hear that **JONES** will be **IN HEAVEN!** **BLIND** leaders of the **BLIND**. Both shall fall in the ditch together.

"**His DISREGARD of HEALTH REFORMS** unfits him to stand as the Lord's **MESSENGER**." **CDF 454. T6:376-8. 1900.**
THE WAGGONER CONFESSIONAL

Write for it. It is a companion to this publication. We are printing 1,500 of this - and have already printed 1,500 of the Confessional. So write for your copy.

We have been fighting JONES & WAGGONER ever since we saw what the TESTIMONIES had to say about them after 1888. Here is a little review of some history, some facts, and some developments:

1888 - Jones and Waggoner were on Sr. White's side in a very limited degree only. Mainly ONE meeting. The thing about 1888 was that about NO-ONE-ELSE was on her side! It was a well organized CONSPIRACY and CONFEDERACY, and is what she called it. TM 460-471.

1888 - they wanted her to take a stand against WAGGONER, but she would not and could not because she did not hear what he said. Elder Waggoner's views - if WRONG - was NOT as important as the VICIOUS ATTACK launched by the Adventist Leaders as only they can launch it. So she was not about to help them bury WAGGONER. That was Oct. 24, 1888. Manuscript 9, 1888. THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY. (OLSON) p.290-3.

1888 - then she heard what WAGGONER said at one meeting. "...the LAW in GALATIANS, if I fully understand his position, DO NOT HARMONIZE with the understanding I have had of this subject...This is the FIRST time I have had opportunity to LISTEN to ANYTHING in reference to this subject...The messages coming from your President at Battle Creek were CALCULATED to STIR-YOU-UP...but I warn you...The spirit that controlled the PHARISEES is coming in among this people...THERE-WAS-NOT-PERFECTION-ON-EITHER-SIDE of the question under discussion. We must search the Scriptures...THERE-ARE-BUT-FEW...that comprehend the Third Angel's Message...Said my Guide, "There is much LIGHT yet to shine forth from the LAW of God and its TRUE character, and proclaimed in the Spirit, WILL LIGHTEN the Earth with its glory...

"...NOT WILLING to open their ears to HEAR and yet FREE to COMMENT and QUIBBLE and sow their DOUBTS...There are men in OUR CHURCHES all through the land who will PERVERT the MEANING of the Scripture to make a sharp point and OVERCOME an OPPONENT.
They do not reverence the Sacred Word... They are EDUCATED CRITICS... These men are EVER READY... to OPPOSE at a mo- ment's notice anything... and bring SELF into everything they do...

"Men will go forth in the Spirit and Power of ELIJAH to prepare the way for the second Advent of the Lord Jesus Christ. It is their work to make CROOKED THINGS STRAIGHT. Some things must be TORN DOWN... TRUTH—WILL—TRIUMPH—GLORIOUSLY. Manuscript 15, 1888. Nov. 1, 1888. OLSON BOOK p.294-302.

Remember the first Manuscript was October 24th. This one was Nov. 1st, 1888. Brother KILGORE, Elder BUTLER, Elder SMITH, Elder VAN HORN, Brother MORRISON — were some of the STRONG MEN involved in the debate over the "LAW in GALA- TIONS." This "Spirit of COMBATIVENESS" — led them to put up a statement on the board and DARED Waggoner to sign his name to it. Sr. White first answered the question in 1901. 12 years later. And she declared them both wrong.

THE LAW IN GALATIANS

{Read from SM 1:212 to page 233}: "I am asked concerning the LAW in GALATIANS. What LAW is the schoolmaster to bring us to Christ? I answer: BOTH the CEREMONIAL and the MOR- AL CODE of the Ten Commandments." SM 1:233. 1900. See 237, 341. {She spoke again in 1911.} AA 383, 385.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

1888 — Jones & Waggoner were NOT RIGHT in everything they brought up in 1888. She also later said that what they did present — she had been teaching it for YEARS.

And with or without her saying that — I testify to you that now that I know SOMETHING of what she was TEACHING on the subject of RIGHTEOUSNESS and FAITH — she never DEVIATED before or after 1888 — it was ONE and the SAME thing except in 1900 she came out and ATTACKED Jones & Waggoner on what they were teaching by that time — and this is what has brought on a running battle ever since — by far the largest (almost 100%) of the Church has gone over FULLY to FROOM - WAGGONER — JONES — BALLANGER — CANRIGHT — BILLY BAB- YLON GRAHAM.
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THE TESTIMONIES - CHARACTER-BUILDING & SANCTIFICATION are one and the same thing - and are the WORK of a LIFETIME. Therefore JUSTIFICATION is only the BEGINNING of the SCHOOL - SANCTIFICATION is the GRADUATION. Which is the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME."

FROOM-DANIELLS-WAGGONER-JONES. And all the rest - for if you did not go along with them, as with DRUGS - you would soon find yourself - OUT! Especially in the last decade and a half - the NEW RELIGION that does away with ALL the above - as soon as I enter the school - I GRADUATE! I tell you the whole thing REVOLVES around:

"I AM SAVED!"

"HOLY FLESH" sparked to life by JONES via BALLANGER via "I AM SAVED!" Now being advocated by FRED WRIGHT of the AUSTRALIAN self-confessed "AWAKENING" - carries with it the preposterous notion that they are "COMPLETE!" "NOTHING WANTING!" Having the "NATURE OF ADAM BEFORE THE FALL" - by instantaneous SANCTIFICATION. SM 2:31. SUDDENLY - between them and Christ - "There is not the hair's breadth DIFFERENCE!"

Talk about FALSE "CHRISTS!"

But as for the rest of the "I AM SAVED!" clan - they do not profess to be "AS GODS!" by the mere eating of the fruit from the hand of BALLANGER-WRIGHT. So therefore, since they do not want the "WORK!" let alone of a "LIFETIME!" - they want SINS FORGIVEN - ABSOLUTION - without any "LAW!" - "OBEEDIENCE" - "CONVERSION" - away with it all! Give us "GRACE" - "FORGIVENESS" - "UNCONDITIONAL AMNESTY" - by "FAITH!" and that "ALONE!" GC 470-3.

Thus I have given you a thumb-nail sketch of what this is all about. We are dealing with men who are CLEVER, UNPRINCIPLED, TRAINED SEALS; know well the WEAKNESSES of men and women, and how to play on it. They find that Adventists are people, the same as the people of the World, and what the World will fall for - the Adventist will fall for just as readily. So we know before we start - the WAY we have chosen is HARD, it is STEEP, it is ROUGH - and FEW there be that find it or want to find it. They like the roller coaster BROAD-MINDED-WAY - the sophistries and the philosophies -
that allow them to drag their old SELF along with them. Christ and God do not mind as long as you "BELIEVE" in them they will save you right quick and slick. That is all there is to it. IMPOSSIBLE to make it any SIMPLER - for the SIMPLE who FALL for it. "Who hath BEWITCHED you?" What they hand you is the ULTIMATE of PSYCHOLOGY: One thing they know - they KNOW the WEAKNESS of men - and what they WANT. Like the Saloon-keeper - THIS is what they serve on their tray.

**CALENDAR OF EVENTS**

1891 - Sr. White left for Australia and stayed there nine years - Aug. 29, 1900. This gave them an open field and a good chance to develop their talents the one way or the other. They soon showed which way they would go.

WE ARE FORTUNATE - that for some reason or other - the White Estate decided to open a few closets for us. From my reading between the lines - I believe that ARTHUR L. WHITE got into serious trouble for rattling these skeletons around. Be that as it may - by the Grace of God we HAVE enough facts to put the pieces together.

1958 - the two books of "SELECTED MESSAGES."

1966 - "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" - A.V. OLSON.

1971 - "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" - L.E. FROOM.

**SO FROM THIS WE FIND:**

1893 - ANNA RICE PHILLIPS. A.T. JONES harangued the Battle Creek Tabernacle for over an hour - that they should take ANNA RICE PHILLIPS as the Prophet to the Church! That her writings had the same "RING" and the same "TRUTHS" as the Testimonies. OLSON p.304. SM 2:85.

1894 - a testimony of rebuke and condemnation of JONES and his ENCOURAGEMENT of injuring a "conceited and deceived mind" - "fastened her in DECEPTION" in her "mingling of the sublime and the ridiculous...is calculated to ENSNARE and MISLEAD souls." SM 2:85-9.

Then in general terms, a rebuke to Jones & Company, for having so lost all spiritual perception as to entertain such things -
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"...claiming to be REVELATIONS from God, but which flow from the IMAGINATIONS of a CONCEITED and DECEIVED mind..."BELIEVE THEM NOT," for they lead into false paths. God hath not sent them." Letter 4, 1893. SM 2:90.

What we should glean from this is the danger from WITHIN the Church and NOT from WITHOUT - for this ANNA RICE PHILLIPS has the endorsement of LEADERS in the Work - and note very carefully - there was NOT ONE to discover the error if left to themselves!

"God says of these Prophets that ARE springing up, "I have NOT sent them, and yet they ran. BELIEVE THEM NOT!"...which will lead UNBALANCED MINDS to think that they have WONDERFUL LIGHT...the path of PRESUMPTION lies close beside the path of FAITH...souls will be RUINED...There is a "dead fly in the ointment."...we shall have SCORES of just such developments." SM 2:90-2.

Then she goes on for pages - rebuking the BLINDNESS of JONES and going into the FUTURE and WARNING that we shall have "SCORES" of such FANATICISMS that "...will appear in the very midst of us." SM 2:95.

The smug leaders of the Church, such as NICHOLS and FROOM, who constantly put this people to sleep and off guard - with the unending throb of the Voodoo drums - that there is NOTHING to fear from WITHIN - it is ALL from WITHOUT!

"We have FAR MORE to fear from WITHIN that from WITHOUT. The hindrances to strength and success are far greater from the CHURCH itself than from the World." SM 1:122.

OCCULTISM - if it came in its own garb - would be thrust out with loathing - but coming in the guise of the MAXWELL book - it is featured on the largest telecast program - "and My people LOVE to have it so - and what will ye do in the end thereof?"

A Minister standing in the pulpit with a cigar in his mouth, and a ham sandwich in his hand - would be run out of church on a rail - but let him stand in that SAME pulpit asking for OFFERINGS to set up a DRUGGING CENTER, and they will give him HONOR with MILLIONS!!! They did for JONES.
CONTINUING CALENDAR OF EVENTS

BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND

1903 - to show that JONES learned NOTHING from this ANNA RICE PHILLIPS experience - he continued downhill in his BLINDNESS until in 1903 together with WAGGONER - they signed their names to LIVING TEMPLE.

"KELLOGG...fascinated by the ESOTERIC - any MYSTERY... Christ "ministering in these earthly sanctuaries of ours, as well as the Heavenly Sanctuary... (KELLOGG)..."

To expose the following takes courage of a peculiar kind. This is a challenge for the brave, the honest, the elect of God to come to the Battle in this Day of the Lord. When traitors are found galore - who would sell their own birthright down the LIVING TEMPLE river with JONES and WAGGONER and KELLOGG and the AWAKENING. We need the prayers of God's people at this time. To EXPOSE the fraud who have capitulat-ed to the DEMONS in control.

"MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS with the torch of False Prophecy in their hands - KINDLED from the Hellish Torch of SATAN." Tm 409.

We PAUSE - before completing the above statement - to SHOW in this our day - a repeat of KELLOGG'S LIVING TEMPLE teaching. Christ "ministering in these EARTHY SANCTUARIES of ours, AS WELL AS the Heavenly Sanctuary."

Those who have an appetite for such things, can TWIST and TURN and FIND - something they put together to give credence to their sophistry. THAT-IS-EXACTLY-WHY JONES & WAGGONER were unable to see the ERROR in the KELLOGG TEACHINGS. As a matter of actual fact - WAGGONER'S BRAND NEW WIFE brought EASTERN PANTHEISM & SOPHISTY WITH HER from the land of England - traditionally rife with it. So it is a question of who converted who.

ALL FRIEND - always had a burning desire to go beyond the sanity of revelation - again and again at our Meetings at Oakhurst, CA - he was reigned in check by members in the audience who had read the HOEHN PUBLICATIONS.
I often wished they would have been quiet - and let him come out openly. But when the AWAKENING came to America, and R.D. BRINSMEAD came out with his "OPEN DOOR" tract - AL FRIEND was released like a coiled spring to let loose with what was bothering him all the time.

THE OPEN DOOR - PRIESTHOOD OF THE BELIEVER

(So good he would print "A MILLION" copies if necessary.) By Al Friend -

"In order to answer that all-important question we must first find out just where God the Father dwells. Unless we know where He dwells, how can we worship Him in spirit and in truth? Here is the answer...(Isa. 57:15.)

"Clearly, God dwells in those two places: in the sanctuary in heaven, and in the hearts of the humble, contrite ones here on earth...

"Man is a high priest in his own right; he is priest of his soul-temple. Just as surely as man's body is the dwelling place of the Holy Spirit, just so surely is man high priest of that temple. Never let that truth slip from your mind. Why? Because, as we shall see, it is absolutely fundamental to a clear understanding of what constitutes true worship, that is, how we worship the Father "in spirit and in truth."

(Or how we worship SELF - ???)

"Just a moment, brother, sister! What great truth did we cite which we admonished that you never forget? Yes, it was the undeniable fact that you are high priest of this earthly temple, your body. That tabernacle Moses was told to build was a type not only of the tabernacle in heaven but likewise of your tabernacle, the dwelling place of the Holy Spirit. That tabernacle built at Sinai had two apartments, so likewise, your temple has two apartments, the holy and the most holy...

As Brinsmead had designated the two compartments of the "Holy" and the "Most Holy" as being the "Conscious" and the "Subconscious" - not to be outdone - we have this:

"...your temple has two apartments, the holy and the most holy, the mind answers to the most holy and the body the holy..."
(Yes! I am sure, so -)
"This writer dares say that not one in one hundred who reads this little tract has ever heard a sermon on the above topic. But it is a great truth which is delineated from cover to cover in your Bible. Why is it not taught in modern churches?...

Why not seek out the OCCULTISTS? You will find it GALORE there! Ever since the serpent beguiled Eve. "Ye shall be as gods!"

"KELLOGG...fascinated by the ESOTERIC — any MYSTERY...Christ ministering in these earthly sanctuaries of ours, as well as the Heavenly Sanctuary...(KELLOGG)..." p.523. "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY." (These words by FROOM.)

Quoting Kellogg. Now we quote Al Friend.

"You are high priests of your temple. Christ is High Priest of His temple in heaven...That is the New Covenant order. Christ is Mediator of the New Covenant. He is High Priest in a temple not made with hands, and so are we high priests in "temples not made with hands," meaning these bodies of ours. Therefore we are also priests "after the order of Mechisedec." I repeat, we are priests in our own right, and thus we have free access to the Father in the Most Holy Place...

Ah! You see — how one thing leads to another? This is the way of error and heresy — get off on one point — and soon we are in a maze of complexities. Christ introduces us to the Father and PRESTO! Christ is not needed any more! WE are "EQUAL" with Christ! THIS came from three separate leaders of the AWAKENING — as they dealt into "LIVING TEMPLE!" Al Friend and continuation of "LIVING TEMPLE!"

"Oh, how much more might be said about this great subject of New Covenant worship. It is thrilling!

Living without a Mediator. After probation's close the saints must live without a Mediator. How can they?

The do-it-yourself religion -

(AI Friend) — "Well, bless their hearts, they will have been doing that before that time. {Continued on page 23.}
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 9, 1993

THE ADVENTIST MINISTER HAS A COMPARATIVE EASY METHOD OF PREACHING
- off the cuff. That means you can hear entire SERMONS
where he may quote a text or a quotation at the BEGINNING
of his sermon - and perhaps at the end. Like making a
SANDWICH - makes a neat package - FEW will PRY to see
what is in between the outer layers. Since everything WE
say is CRITICIZED and QUESTIONED and CONDEMNED - our
job is TEN TIMES AS HARD. Not only does he not even have
to ORIGINATE ANYTHING - just lift it out of a BOOK or from
GENERAL CONFERENCE APPROVED TEXT - might about as
well do as the "BIBLE STUDENTS" (JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES)
did for a while - come and play a GRAMAPHONE RECORD!

YOUR OWN DOCUMENTATION IS AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MATTER

WE ENCOURAGE as they did in the EARLY DAYS OF THE
MOVEMENT - TAKE NOTES!!! But that has been DISCOUR-
AGED for DECADES. Is he not a "LEARNED" man - ??? Did
he not spend so many YEARS in a SEMINARY - ??? That is
the ARGUMENT of the ROMISH PRIESTS - WE ARE ABOVE
YOU - WE LOOK DOWN ON YOU FROM OUR IVORY TOWER!
DO NOT QUESTION THE PRIEST - nor STUDY if what he tells
you is TRUTH OR NOT! The very QUESTIONING his DOGMA
is an INSULT - !!!

NOW THERE IT IS A NUTSHELL

He does not have to ORIGINATE - DOCUMENT - PROVE
ANYTHING - !!! He can just take the PREPARED TEXT off
the LIBRARY SHELF. This is called "TRADITION!" CHRIST
CALLED IT: "HE SAID FIRST OF ALL - "BEWARE YE OF THE
LEAVEN OF THE PHARISEES - WHICH IS HYPOCRISY!"

SO TOO MANY HAD AN EASY TIME TO LEARN THEIR ART
in between CHASING WOMEN - !!! EVEN-TO-THIS-DAY-!!!
Now one will CONDEMN that REMARK - say it is "UNCALLED
FOR!" And ANOTHER will AGREE with him and still AN-
OTHER until it is like a bunch of "GOONEY-HENS!" all
NODDING IN AGREEMENT! But I can PROVE what I SAID! It
was NOT a CASUAL and CARELESS REMARK - if you care to
follow along I will PROVE IT!!! Speaking of the "SEALING
TIME!" - the PROPHET IN VISION saw what the Lord revealed
to her -

WHY THE SDA MINISTRY WILL FAIL THE TEST-!!!

TM 446-9.
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Christ has already introduced them to the Father, so they are "one" with Him. (Gal. 3:20; John 17:11,21,23.) The "at-one-ment" has been made...Enter NOW this N.C. "rest." (From Al Friend tract - "THE OPEN DOOR" - PRIESTHOOD OF THE BELIEVER. About 1961. (Send to HOEHN PUBLICATIONS for a free copy.)

And just WHY was there NO ONE around the World that said anything against it? Do you know that BLOOD is on your hands and head if you are NEUTRAL-SILENT-NON-COMMITAL in a religious emergency? See EZEKIEL 3 and 33. People liked this sort of thing so much they sent him over $100,000.00. They know exactly how to get-the-money. They can HAVE it! And be damned to them. Both - all three!

THE MINISTERS ARE TAUGHT IN THE SEMINARY - that "LIVING TEMPLE!" Pantheism was soundly whipped and done away. But was it? A.G.DANIELS wrote: "DENOMINATION SAVED FROM PANTHEISTIC TEACHING." T-570:250.

Denomination "SAVED" from Pantheistic Teaching? This is the way the Adventist Leaders do - they are so slick at Psychology - they can turn anything square around, make BLACK into white and WHITE into black.

So the denomination was "SAVED" - was it?

"Be careful how you sustain the sentiments of this Book...They are a SNARE that the enemy has prepared for these last days...

"The Track of Truth lies close beside the Track of Error, and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be ONE to minds which are NOT worked by the Holy Spirit, and which, therefore are not QUICK to discern the DIFFERENCE between Truth and Error...

"In the visions of the night...One of authority was speaking... LIVING TEMPLE..."In this book there are statements that the writer himself does not comprehend. Many things are stated in a vague, undefined way. Statements are made in such a way that nothing is sure. And-this-is-not-the-only-production-of-the-kind that will be urged upon the people. FANCIFUL-VIEWS WILL BE PRESENTED BY MANY MINDS." E.G.WHITE LETTER 211, 1903. SEMINARY COURSE 1963-T-570:255. (See also SM 1:193-208.)
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Does this sound like the denomination was "SAVED!" - ???

When the SAME testimony continues to tell us that this 1903 "ALPHA" - will go into the "OMEGA" of apostasy! How can such men - DANIELLS and all the SDA LEADERS - foist the superstition on us that the denomination was "SAVED!" What a LYING and SINFUL GENERATION! I sometimes wonder why the Lord bothers with any of us.

With that kind of an open and blatant LIE - no wonder the denomination was taken for a ride down the "LIVING TEMPLE" RIVER - with JONES & WAGGONER who signed their names to "LIVING TEMPLE" and stayed WITH it and TAUGHT it TO the denomination until the day that they died! And the denomination EAGERLY printed their "LIVING TEMPLE" nonsense.

This SAME seminary course 1963 - T-570 and EVERY other seminary course for years and years and years and years - showed the CONNECTION between "LIVING TEMPLE" pantheism and "HOLY FLESH" fanaticism in Indiana in 1900. JONES took the LEAD in BOTH - and disgraced himself before the World. Just as his rattled brain took him into selling us down the river with AMA DRUGS: A JUDAS if there ever was one. So are all who go by him.

I am coming to you again - and telling you again - where this all started. People in our group - that have been with us for years - like it, too.

I do not like it - I am immune to it. But I try to appreciate the mind that has fallen for it. But I stand off in fear - of EVER WEAKENING MY MIND - to fall for THAT! Such cannot give the Last Message. EW 101. MM 89. So before we go on into more detailed consideration of "LIVING TEMPLE" - let us go back and see what laid the FOUNDATION for it and how it came about.

ANNA RICE PHILLIPS

Yes! We are back to Anna Rice Phillips and 1893. When Sr. White was long gone to Australia, and they were left on their own. It was "PREASSUMPTION" that took the place of "FAITH" in the teachings of Anna Rice Phillips. SM 2:91. "FEELING" was allowed to overmaster "JUDGMENT." Which will cause souls to be RUINED! SM 2:91.
It is a COUNTERFEIT, which strangely reminiscent to the words used in GC 464-473. FEELINGS are given full sway and "UN-CONTROLLED" so that they become "FANATICAL" and their experience becomes "FEVERED" - "DISEASED." SM 2:92-3.

It is likened to the "CHILDISH" prattling with "FLATTERING PRESENTATIONS" where the "IMAGINATION was largely developed" and the Truth thus "BEJUTTLED." By one ANNA GARMIRE. Looking into this, we find: (SM 2:89,72-84.)

Self-manufactured "DREAMS" and "VISIONS" and "IMAGINATIONS" - the mind given to VAUNTING of SELF - is the MIND that goes into "TIME-SETTING" which is what JONES did, AL FRIEND did, his DAISY MEYERS did, BRINSMEAD did, WRIGHT did, ROGERS the great authority on JONES & WAGGONER did, and finally FROOM did. False time-prophets all. IMAGINATION out of control. WHERE did it START?

Of course the following of URIAH SMITH in his TICK-TACK-TOE-PRESTO! The SDA CHURCH is the LAST Church and God has no choice - he HAS to marry her! Is ROMISH "PERFECTIONISM" at its worst, the teaching of INFALLIBILITY and PREDESTINATION - GC 57 - is as "MIND-WEAKENING" as is "SPIRITUALISM" and such cannot give the Last Message. "God will not accept them" EW 101-2. That is why a Minister rattling off that MASS-MESMERISM to understand the "BRIGHT LIGHT" in the "MIDNIGHT CRY" - "Go ye OUT and I will meet Him!" How can he switch over to that after all those YEARS of MESMERISM?

"In the choice of instruments for the REFORMING of the Church, the same divine plan is seen as in that for the PLANTING of the Church. The heavenly Teacher PASSED BY the great men of Earth, the titled and wealthy, who were accustomed to receive PRAISE and HOMAGE as LEADERS of the people. They were so PROUD and SELF-CONFIDENT in their BOASTED SUPERIORITY that-they-could-not-be-MOLDED to sympathize with their fellow men...To the UNLEARNED, TOILING FISHERMEN of Galilee was the call addressed, "Follow me...SO in the Days of the GREAT REFORMATION, the leading reformers were men from humble life...It is God's Plan to employ humble instruments to accomplish great results. Then the glory will not be given to men."

"It was not the SCHOLARLY THEOLOGIANS who had an understanding of this TRUTH, and engaged in its proclamation...the message was given by HUMBLER men." GC 171,312.
Therefore the Last Message will be given by men **NOT TRAINED** in *LITERARY INSTITUTIONS.* GC 506. They just cannot get their minds in gear with the **UNPOPULAR TRUTH.** All they have ever learned is to present that **ONLY** which will or might be **POPULAR.** Hence - they will stick with **JONES & WAGGONER.**

"Every **WIND** of Doctrine will be blowing. Those who have rendered supreme homage to "Science falsely so called" will **NOT** be the leaders THEN...In the **LAST SOLEMN WORK** few great men will be engaged. They are **SELF-sufficient, INDEPENDENT** of God, and **He CANNOT use them.**" T5:80. (You may have use for them, but **He "CANNOT USE THEM."**)  

"While they trust to the guidance of human authority, **NONE will come to a SAVING knowledge** of the truth." DA 141.

Let us see how this Church went astray following their mighty men. The High-Priests of the Synagogue.

---

**JONES**

1893 - **JONES** fell for "**I AM SAVED!**" - **ANNA RICE PHILLIPS.**
1893 - **JONES** presented his "**BLESSED ASSURANCE**" and dealing in the "**POSITIVE**" - in the **MARLOWE THEATRE** in the gangster city of Chicago. He liked Chicago. That is where he went with **DANIELLS** for the **DRUGGING** of the **BODY.** He went to the same place with **A.F. BALLenger** for the **DRUGGING** of the **MIND.** "**I AM SAVED!**" 1893 General Conference Bulletin 487-8. (FTW-MLR September 1966.)

"**This same POSITIVENESS**" - "**POWER**" - "**ASSURANCE**" -

**A.F. BALLenger** - was acclaimed by the Adventist Church, given top billing at Camp Meetings, at Worker’s Meetings. **REMEMBER** this was in the period when Sr. White was away - in Australia. The thing went completely out of control.

*It seems that every one that falls for this - lets his mind go into EMOTIONALISM and SELF-HYPNOTISM - always does so with **SETTING TIME!**

"We cannot afford to **SIN.** It is **TOO LATE** to **SIN...It is TIME** to receive the **HOLY GHOST...TIME** to receive the **SEAL** of God." **A.F. BALLenger, "Camp Meeting Notes" R&H Oct. 18, 1898. p.671."
"...the LOUD CRY is due TODAY!" R&H Nov. 8, 1898. p.720

Being sponsored, aided and abetted by the Church - the red carpet rolled out for him - worker after worker took up with it in 1897-1898. "Receive ye the HOLY GHOST!" "The BAPTISM of the HOLY GHOST!"

They became involved with the PENTECOSTAL "TONGUES" people because they were experts on the "SPIRIT!" It is surprising how many Adventists and Reformers have become involved with this FANATICISM. In the early days the "WHITE ROBE FANATICS." Various degrees of it right along. 100 testimonies to WARN against it. "...they would come into the meeting and roll like a hoop." SM 2:26.

RICHARDS & ANDERSON & VANDEMAN and a score of other Ministers came to the POWER-POX SHOW at the World's Fair in Seattle, WA in 1962. The top "VOICE" people wrote to me and also to BRINSMEAD - that "Two of your top men got the SPIRIT and spoke in TONGUES!"

I am frankly astonished, not to say dumb-founded - that the FRED WRIGHT - BALLENGER BUNCH (Where he meets in British Columbia, Canada - was a "BALLENGER" PESTES CENTER.) I am amazed that they did not receive the "POWER!" They were going to pray for it, ALL DAY - if not ALL NIGHT. They may have received it - but if so they would make sure that HOEHN did not hear about it as he would consider it the SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST - and he sure would!

Just take SM 2:.... - and go page by page - marking as you go - until you come to "HOLY FLESH!" p.31. And SEE how those who get themselves TRAPPED in this "SATANIC, BEWITCHING POWER!" (SM 2:27) - "...their FEELINGS are AROUSED. They think they are GREATLY BLESSED...The INTOXICATION OF EXCITEMENT...A GOOD TIME...their DECAYING EMOTIONS are STIMULATED...[COUNTERFEITS.] SATAN WILL SURELY ENTER...


ALWAYS and ALWAYS - such manifestations and bodily exercises and spiritual DRUNKENESS - is always without fail - accompanied by "I AM SAVED-SINLESS-HOLY!" One and the same MENTAL condition.
"...will go CLEAR OVER THE MARK, ignoring WORKS altogether." SM 2:20.

And THIS is EXACTLY where JONES ended up in 1893. Another little tidbit that he picked up from his ANNA PHILLIPS. SM 1:377. "There are CONDITIONS." "We are to STRIVE."

These "ZEALOUS ONES" who are "AIMING" and "STRAINING" to come up with something "ORIGINAL" - "Something STARTLING, WONDERFUL, ENTRANCING" - "Something that they think others do not comprehend; but often they do not themselves know WHAT THEY ARE TALKING ABOUT." SM 2:13.

And is exactly WHY they ALWAYS end up "TIME SETTING!"

Present it, as did BRINSMEAD: "As a LIFE & DEATH question." SM 2:15. (Those EXACT words by RDB in his early papers.) The Lord will pass this sort by and take OTHERS in the 11th hour. SM 2:16. This will go RAPIDLY.

BEWARE of those with "UNBALANCED MINDS" who think they have "wonderful LIGHT" when it is only "PREJUSSION." p.17.

Right in the middle of their display - a "MESSAGE from God will be borne." "A SPECIAL TESTIMONY." SM 2:24.

If there is a "STILL WORSE ELEMENT" than these - they will lay claim to being "SANCTIFIED" - "SEALED" - "HOLY" - and some will be deceived by their pretentious THEITY! They will claim to heal the sick and perform miracles. We are to "REBUKE these FANATICS." SM 2:27. (I just wonder what hopes there is for those who are CARELESS and INDIFFERENT to it all?) No burden for souls.

"Some, I saw...seemed INDIFFERENT and CARELESS (couldn't-care-less!) CARELESS...The Angels of God LEFT these...to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." TI:180-1,187. EW 270.

NOTE ONE: The fanatics are LOST!
NOTE TWO: Those who refuse to WARN them are LOST!

"And they will SHARE the FATE of those they did not TRY TO SAVE." EGW.
No wonder the Devil and Froom worked it day and night to lead this people into *DO NOT FIND FAULT!* So the SEALING Angel will have to pass them by!

"Open no door to FANATICAL movements." SM 2:28.

"...we shall have to meet them again in the CLOSING DAYS of the Work." SM 2:28.

"...just BEFORE the Close of Probation." SM 2:36.

PROGRESSIVELY - as we hold our finger on the pulse - in this witnessing of this metamorphosis (In medical terms the progress of a DISEASE) -

A.F.BALLENGER - in the formative years that led to the ALPHA of Adventist APOSTASY - begun by JONES who picked it up from ANNA RICE PHILLIPS in 1893 - picked up by BALLenger in the same year from JONES in the MARLOW THEATRE in the gangster city of CHICAGO -

Now given full rein by the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists to go through their CAMP MEETINGS & WORKERS' MEETINGS - infecting the whole denomination from top to bottom - and ending up with the uniting with PENTECOSTALS in the *HOLY FLESH* FANATICISM in INDIANA - 1900.

Together with predicting of "TIME" - the Prophet to the Church not needed any more at all!

But sad to say - she came BACK to meet the EMERGENCY - 1900. I can just see, as we saw it in 1974 - one after the other DRUNK on AWAKENING OPIATES - when the rug is pulled out from under their pet theories - begin to scream: *Do not find FAULT!* "No one was ever won to Christ by CRITICIZING them!" (Of course - that blatant LIE and Froom tradition used to cover his tracks - has done more than any other to keep this people BLIND - DEAF - and DUMB! As nothing else could. No wonder they left 200 *CONDEMN* statements OUT of that ODOM INDEX!)

"THE FRIEND OF GOD." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMS." T4:615.

Plus 200 more! - 29 -
No one will be SEALLED except they sigh and cry about ALL the ABOMINATIONS: "Mark this point with CARE." T3:267.

THE ADVENTIST ABOMINATION

Heard anything like this from those who brought JONES-WAGGONER-KELLOGG-BALLENGER-FROOM from AUSTRALIA? 
(1) "THE CLEANSING MESSAGE" - R.S.Donnell, President of the SDA Indiana Conference, embracing the teachings of S.S. Davis, together with most all the Ministers of that Conference - used the term to describe what they had as "THE CLEANSING MESSAGE." S.N.HASKELL LETTER to EGW - Sept. 25, 1900. WHITE ESTATE FILES. 1963. T-570:260. 
(2) Using SALVATION ARMY & HOLY ROLLER methods - with tambourines, flutes, horns, fiddles, organs, and a big bass DRUM. (Keep all this in mind as to what is coming!) SM 2:31. 1963 T-570:260. (Or any other SEMINARY COURSE.) 
(3) "HOLY FLESH...a SPIRITUALISTIC DELUSION...Some will depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils...calling itself the witness of the "HOLY GHOST" ...I was given a MESSAGE to REBUKE this evil work." LETTER 79, 1905. Ev. 595.

The Hoehn Research Library DOES-NOT-APPROVE of the methods used by some - to try to build up their own charisma, by PRETENDING to have source material available only to THEM! I DESPISE that method - and give you wherever possible where you can find it YOURSELF! And most all of this was available to us YEARS ago through the WHITE ESTATE SEMINARY COURSES. (I have one S-270, as far back as 1959 - but I am using T-570 for 1963.) Much of this now since 1958 - available through "SELECTED MESSAGES" Book Two. Also 1946 "EVANGELISM" touched on it. The HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY was the FIRST in the World to call the AWAKENING what it was - a REVIVAL of JONES-BALLENGER-WAGGONER-KELLOGG - "LIVING TEMPLE!" and "HOLY FLESH!" We were over ten years ahead of some.

If some of these other people drag their feet as they have been doing - they will get around to teach the truth about PHILADELPHIA being the 44TH and NOT from the SDA LAODICEAN CHURCH - and tell the truth about that mysterious, before-unheard-of "PROSE" OUTSIDE of the Church - COL 406 -
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and if we WAIT for them to SEE the DARKNESS of this MID-NIGHT HOUR and give the MIDNIGHT CRY - we will WAIT into the Seven Last Plagues!

We intend to BE ahead of them and STAY ahead of them!

And if they come fumbling after - like the Unclean Birds of the Apocalypse - PICKING & CHOOING a delectable morsel here and there that they THINK might go across - and not touch with a ten-foot pole what they KNOW will not elevate THEM in the eyes of the LAODICEANS they intend to scoot in their net - to us they are NOTHING more than a revival of HOUTEFF-ISM-ROGERISM-HUDSONISM-BRINSMEADISM. And they REFUSE to give the TRUE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY for this time. We will let them go with their "FLOCKS and their HERDS." For they will sure find plenty of them. IF they do not touch ANY of their darling SINS! But stand there ready to FLATTER them no matter what they DO, which some seem to think is the office of a Priest - and are unable to understand why WE will not STOOP to do what they are USED for the EFFEMINATE MINISTRY to DO. No, we do not intend to IMITATE them in any way. THEREFORE we know they will scoop them up in their net. We knew this before we started. They can have to each his own.

These people are having a wonderful time - keeping one foot in the Adventist Church - one foot out - picking and choosing a bit here and a bit there - clear on NOTHING! Trying to get THEM to drop their beloved "I AM SAVED" JONES & "SINLESS" WAGGONER - would be like trying to pull their eyeteeth.

In my day I suppose I have had a minimum of 30 "BIG BER-THAS" - STRONG WOMEN with their WEAK MEN - who have been fascinated with the Truth - and hold out money as a bribe - if you will only MODIFY your TEACHING a bit - we have some "TITHE" for you - !!!!

They money PERISH with thee! I am not for sale!

I thank God for those who have stood by this Message - Fear not, little flock, let them go with their "FLOCKS and their HERDS" seeking the Lord OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place - "They shall not find Him, he hath WITHDRAWN Himself (into the MHP. EGW) FROM THEM!"
"The MIGHTY SHAKING has commenced, and will go on, and all will be shaken OUT who are not willing to take a BOLD & UN-YIELDING STAND for the TRUTH, and SACRIFICE for God and His cause. The Angel said, "Think ye that any will be COM-PELLED to sacrifice? No, no. It must be a free-will offering. It will take ALL to buy the field." PT 72. April 1850. See EW 48-51.

"For the WRATH of God must have come upon us, if these CORRUPT individuals had remained with us...As we near the JUDGMENT, all will manifest their TRUE CHARACTER, and it will be made PLAIN to what COMPANY they BELONG." SG 2:201. T1:100. T5:505,73. COL 419. TM 46. GC 602.

PART LEFT OUT OF EW 45:

"I saw that the MYSTERIOUS SIGNS & WONDERS, (Flying Saucers) and FALSE REFORMATION (AWAKENING) would INCREASE & SPREAD. The REFORMATIONS that were shown me, were not REFORMATIONS from Error to Truth, but from BAD to WORSE, for those who PROFESSED (Oh! How they can PROFESS!) a CHANGE of HEART, had only wrapt about them a RELIGIOUS GARB, (by their own personal testimony - they are INWARDLY as FILTHY as was SPURGEON) - the greatest ENEMY of the Third Angel's Message. "...which COVERED up the iniquity of a wicked heart. Some APPEARED to have been REALLY CONVERTED, (like JUDAS) so as to DECEIVE God's people; but if their HEARTS could be SEEN, they would appear as BLACK AS EVER." (This is from PT 22. RH 1:9.)

WHAT SPECIFICALLY WAS "HOLY FLESH?" No present writer has defined it for what it is. It is a "TRANSLATION FAITH! They go through an "INSTANTANEOUS" sanctification experience that gives them the "NATURE-OF-ADAM-BEFORE-THE-FALL!"

In case you never heard of it - this is FRED WRIGHT of the AWAKENING brought by HUDSON from AUSTRALIA. SM 2:31. RH 2:85,120,233,254.
They flail the "THORN BUSH NATURE" out of you by an "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION" miracle. But, as is common with all other magic, if you say the WRONG WORD - you are OUT! The Great Genie does not respond unless you rub the Aladdin Lamp in just the right place. It is not a matter of whether or not you have the right intentions or not - for according to this theory you CANNOT have any RIGHT INTENTIONS as long as you retain that THORN BUSH NATURE - therefore you have the Great Genie over a barrel. "He is PLEDGED to do it!" "He HAS to do it!" As long as you ABRACADABRA the RIGHT WORDS! Thus you have your Creator where you want Him. You can make Him jump, bark, turn over, perform, run - all by your voice of command. This epidemic of neuroses, these occult manipulations, man giving orders to the transcendent power, theologically speaking, is the basic rebellion of man. He wants God at his disposal, this ARROGANCE is the starting point of MAGIC. (See KURT KOCH book. $5.00.)

BALLENER tried it in the "HOLY FLESH" caper of 1893 that climaxed with 1900.


FROOM tried it like no one else ever tried it - given the FULL resources of the Adventist Church - KEY '73!

THE AWAKENING joining in with HEPPENSTALL & the MAXWELL BOOK - the all-out CLEVELAND-PIERSON EFFORT - KEY '73!

The Heavens were brass. The Baal-Priests failed again.

If the HOLY FLESH CHARACTER-NATURE MIRACLE-CHANGE MAGIC is to work by the right "SCIENCE OF PRAYER" -

How come that God answers: "THE UNSPOKEN CRY" of the contrite heart? MB 86-7. Or how can the hopeless mess of a "THORN BUSH" heart be CONTRITE-???

To show that their mission is "IMPOSSIBLE" - we have no better witness than their performance FAILURES to bring about what they PROMISED. So before we disgrace ourselves by falling for their SENSELESS MUMMY - we do a very simple thing. We go to the Master of this art and hear what he has to say about it after 17 years of trying!
FRED WRIGHT CONFESSIONAL:
"The Messenger of Living Righteousness" (The Ballenger Slogan as it erupted into HOLY FLESH.) March 1972.

"...we were NOT meeting with the SUCCESS which the message led us to EXPECT. This was PUZZLING and for some quite DIS-COURAGING. This was indeed a test of faith...Had we been led ASTRAY by CUNNINGLY DEvised FABLES. Was our experience a DELUSION after all. Was there need of a COMPLETE REVERSAL of our position. The implications were rather serious. If we did after all retain the evil characteristics of the carnal mind, then those who had OPPOSED us right along were CORRECT and we were WRONG...and we would be proved to be a FALSE MOVEMENT and would have no honest recourse but to DISBAND and JOIN again with the CHURCH...We did not ignore the possibility of this and were prepared to accept it if it was proved to be true." p.13-17. FTW. March 1972. CONFESSIONAL.

THEN WHAT HAPPENED? "COME THE ANSWER DID...after we have been delivered from the carnal MIND we still retain the fleshly NATURE and will do so RIGHT THROUGH until the Ad-vent of Christ to give us immortality. This fleshly NATURE has its own CHARACTER and this CHARACTER is SINFUL...We do not have HOLY FLESH and therefore in our flesh are all the unholy POSSIBILITIES IMAGINABLE." p.17-18.

A complete reversal of 17 years of sophistry.

The very thing he had been calling the "ANTICHRIST!"

To delay being "COMPLETE" and "JUST LIKE CHRIST!"

Which happened YESTERDAY, but now it must be TOMORROW.

Just to go along with FROOM and the MAXWELL BOOK.

How much was he PAID - ???

And if we suppose that he did this through any degree of honesty or conviction - this going from BAD to WORSE - and TELLING us that his HEART is as BLACK as ever - this open and public CONFESSION - if that was not FROOM push-buttoning his SDA-CIA-JESUIT brigade -

How come that BRINSMEAD did the SAME thing - went over to the SAME position - 60 days later? May 1972.
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DROPPED all his principles and religion and went over to MAXWELL UNIVERSALISM! The Devil's Train now started down the track with two AWAKENING cars hooked up and all set for KEY 781 The Adventist WATERLOO. EW 263,88.

This is their well-earned reward for going OUT of the Third Angel's Message - the Most Holy Place - as did WAGGONER also in his "CONFESSIONAL." Just before he died. As did the General Conference in Session. R&H June 19, 1970. p.9,10. RDB-ADA 41. 1962.

Men have varied temperaments. JONES was BOMBASTIC and DOGMATIC - and had to have the floor. WAGGONER was more of the SLY TYPE - a great deal like URIAH SMITH. He could keep HIDDEN what he REALLY thought - and let no one know - for years and years and years.

In the WAGGONER CONFESSIONAL p.29 he says: "I was never BELLIGERENT." This is his excuse for how and why he could keep HIDDEN what he REALLY thought all these endless YEARS. This kind can really belt you one. He can smile and nod, and never let on what he REALLY thinks until in an emergency, SUDDENLY he lets you down. UNEXPECTEDLY, like JUDAS. He had the rest fooled also, just like WAGGONER. To me this is the worst kind of snake around. I would sooner have it out with a man like JONES. At least you know what you are dealing with. Not that he was any better. He actually did far more extensive and irreparable HARM. One main reason for this was that there was no one to OPPOSE him, it was all left to Sr. White. And she DELIBERATELY withdrew to Australia to let them develop their CHARACTERS.

1891 - Sr. White left for Australia.
1893 - Jones harangued the Battle Creek Tabernacle to take Anna Rice Phillips as the Church Prophet.
1893 - Jones presented the essentials for "I AM SAVED!" in the MARLOWE THEATRE in Chicago. BALLenger was there and this opened up for him an entirely new vista of thinking. "NO WORKS" was born. SM 1:377.
1900 - BALLenger had united with PENTECOSTALS and was given a free reign to bring this into the Church which ended in "HOLY FLESH" in Indiana and the HALF has never been told. Should we expect the men INVOLVED in it to TESTIFY against THEMSELVES? Remember that from here on out in investigating this entire JONES-WAGGONER matter.
1900 - Sr. White came back to meet it face to face. Only a few such as HASKELL & BREED reported to her at all. SM 2:31. 1963 T-570:259-264.

To put a DAMPER on their WILD DEMONSTRATIONS and UN-CHECKED EMOTIONS - she told them EXACTLY what we told them all across America in 1974 - "Calm, sensible labor must be put forth, to convince souls of their condition, to show them the - which must be carried on IF a beautiful structure is raised for the Lord." T5-570:262.

"If these things be so - who then CAN-BE-SAVED?"

1894 - Warning letter from EGW to Jones - warning him about "STRANGE THEORIES" Waggoner was getting into.

1892 - Waggoner went to England and became involved with an English nurse who had her own "PANTHEISTIC" ideas. Such as the theory that your wife may not be your spiritual partner in the hereafter - and this allows a "present spiritual union."

1903 - by now she was warning him about clothing Sin "in garments of RIGHTEOUSNESS" - that this is a "SNARE" of Satan, who whispered to him "PLEASING FABLES!" - He had no strength to "RESIST" Satan. (This is the man from who WRIGHT found some of his "SECRETS" such as NOT to "RESIST" the Devil! That would be the expert to go to - wouldn't it now? WAGGONER!)

1903 - Sr. White warned Waggoner that he was getting into the "MAZES OF SPIRITUALISM" and his mind was dwelling on this woman so much - she was becoming his "GOD!"

All the above was found in the OLSON BOOK - "Through Crisis to Victory" p.312-5.

It is more than interesting to read such point-blank statements like this - REMEMBER them in detail and then read - FROM and see how the slippery eel just POOFS it all away. And turns it square around backwards.

THE YEAR OF THE "ALPHA"

1888 - was not the year of the "ALPHA" of Apostasy.

1903 - was. All these 1891 to 1900 developments only paved the way for JONES & WAGGONER to sign their names to "LIVING TEMPLE" and stay with it till the day they died. "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" From p.524. OLSON book p.302-320.
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I believe the **WHITE ESTATE** saw that we were on the way to uncovering some of these skeletons in the Laodicean Closet, which would have been a tragedy - so for the sake of expediency - they explained it - **THEIR WAY**! I would like to examine the **FULL ORIGINAL FILES** for myself. But for any honest person who wants the truth - here is more than we require. There is only ONE thing left as a barrier and that is - do you WANT **"I AM SAVED?"** - if you MUST have THAT and cannot bear to live without it - then you must go along with the Conference of Seventh-day Adventists with headquarters in Washington, D.C.

The **BALLINGER BUNCH** have been chortling with glee - that at last the Adventists have accepted the **"LIGHT"** for which they were **DISFELLOWSHIP**! **FROOM & ANDERSON** took the **BILLY GRAHAM-BALLINGER** line.

I was going to give you a run-down of the errors in the **WAGGONER "CONFESSONAL"** - but something else has come up much more important - so I will deal with that as first priority, and perhaps slip in a lift-out center sheet to deal with **WAGGONER**. So we will drop him for now.

**HOLY FLESH DEMONSTRATIONS - INDIANA**

Let us review the evidence we have of some of the things that took place in the **HOLY FLESH FANATICISM** in Indiana. We have covered the theology sufficiently so we will not pursue that. We want to consider the **PHYSICAL CLIMATE** that developed, as the hippies say: **THEIR VIBRATIONS.**

**EMOTIONAL EXTRAVAGANZA**

"**SHOUTS** of victory made the Churches RING!" **"SHOUTING and lifting up their hands."** (True Pentecostal style!) R&H Aug. 23, 1898. April 10, 1900. (p.543 & 237 consecutively.)

"**Amens!" - "Praise the Lord!" - "Glory to God!" - "yelling" - "falling on one another's neck and kissing and shaking hands, keeping their **MUSIC** going with the noise, until many of them looked almost **CRAZY."** Hetty Haskell **LETTERS** - Sept. 17&22, 1900.

It must be understood that music plays a great part on human emotions.
South of the Davises in the state of Washington - the HIPPIES have a blow and a do - and the throbbing of the LOUD-SPEAKERS can be heard for MILES. From HIPPIE HILL.

FROM ADVENTIST HILL

In 1900 in Indiana they had what they called "THE GARDEN EXPERIENCE." They cleared a place in the basement of the church, a large number of them would dance in a large circle, shouting and lifting up their hands. The children would be placed on boxes or barrels, who would join in the noise and the din, and clap their hands. Pray, and shout, and preach until someone would fall unconscious from his seat. Men would be walking up and down the aisles looking for this. They would literally DRAG him up to the rostrum - really going into a bedlam of noise and excitement - for he went through the "EXPERIENCE" and counted ready for translation. "TRANSLATION FAITH." The point to note is the MUSIC was DEAFENING. T-570:259.

Another major point to notice is their claims to be "SAVED-SINLESS-HOLY." This is what stimulated their decaying emotions. DRUNK - but not with WINE.

IT IS TRULY AMAZING -

how history is repeating in exact detail. Here is what Sr. White ran into in 1886. (Norway.)

"I showed from the words of Christ what constitutes true HOLINESS, that FAITH & OBEDIENCE go hand in hand."

"In this place, as in Orebro, are to be found the claimants of SANCTIFICATION, some of whom, not satisfied with the BOAST of PERFECT HOLINESS, make the most presumptuous claims, one man even professing to be CHRIST HIMSELF."

Again - like DRUNKENESS - where is the STOPPING PLACE?

"This spurious SANCTIFICATION has a BEWITCHING POWER very similar to that of SPIRITUALISM, and as difficult to BREAK. Its advocates CLAIM to be HOLY while they are WORKERS of INIQUITY...SATAN uses this class...

"There were OTHERS of that class whom the apostle calls VAIN TALKERS, whose mouths must be STOPPED."
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Their religion consists in prying into the affairs of others... They have carried their REPROACHES & ACCUSATIONS from household to household, and instead of being promptly REBUKED, they have found LISTENERS. Those who thus give ear to these FAULT-FINDING ones are EQUALLY GUILTY; for they are ENCOURAGING them in their CRUEL WORK...

READ THIS - ADVENTIST PREACHER:

"If these MISCHIEVOUS TALKERS are not subjected to CHURCH DISCIPLINE they become CONFIRMED in their EVIL WORK, and God charges the GUILT upon THE CHURCH." RH 2:85. 1886.

IN SHORT - they are UNSTABLE in ALL their ways, and as time goes on - we are finding it out. THE SAME PEOPLE:
(1) "I AM SAVED—SINLESS—HOLY!" No CONTROL of EMOTIONS.
(2) No sense of SHAME for thus BOASTINGLY elevating themselves ABOVE their neighbor. THE PHARISEE.
(3) But in fact - they are NOT so HOLY! As the Lord reveals throughout these testimonies. GC 473.
(4) These are also the "VAIN TALKERS" who have no idea that if they TRAMPLE someone else DOWN - they PRESTO! elevate themselves UP!
(5) I am so glad for this and many other testimonies, those who LISTEN to them, ENCOURAGE them, are GUILTY with them. For do they not know if such mental cases are ENCOURAGED - they go home TWICE the DEVILS they were before. REMEMBER this one - SDA PREACHER!

Now for a modern day example of ULTRA-HOLINESS.

ULTRA-HOLINESS FRED AWAKENING WRIGHT - "HOLY FLESH!"

Heard of his Holiness the POPE?
Heard of FATHER DIVINE? Father Divine kept his Holiness to himself. He did not sell it to others.

Heard of this ADVENTIST POPE?
Following JONES—BALLINGER—WAGGONER—FROOM—ANDERSON
Only into - "I AM SAVED?"

FRED WRIGHT OF AUSTRALIA - who some think is a "MESSENGER OF LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS" (The words of BALLINGER.)
His magazine - May 1966 -
"But in the case of the SANCTIFIED ones of whom we are studying...they have been born again of a DIVINE parentage that is neither carnal nor human. It is of God...So it can be said each truly born again Christian is a son of God;

This is the way the Occultists talk. But not this far -

(Fred Wright) - "...he has the MIND of Christ. He has become a partaker of the Divine nature, 2 PET. 1:4, and is-in-actual-fact-a-divine-human-being."

"Ye shall be as godel" - FRED WRIGHT - p.15, May 1966.

And if you think that was a slip of the tongue - then what do you think of this - showing the picture of the group at Oakhurst, California - 1971.

"We are the ONLY people in the World who see and understand this distinction between the carnal mind and the flesh and blood human NATURE. Every other movement in the World with which I have been acquainted DENIES any such distinction and every one of those who rise up to ATTACK this movement, ATTACK this very point...He is not an agent of the Lord no matter what his claims may be. His is a mission of DEATH & DESTRUCTION and his message is not be received or encouraged..." p.3. FTW 1971.

Why then did he REPUDIATE this very teaching here in 1971 - as already shown on p.28,29 in 1972-??? If it was so wonderful - why didn't he keep it? Because he is "UNSTABLE IN ALL HIS WAYS?" So UNSTABLE in fact that he returned to this old religion - AFTER 1972 -!!!

WHAT HE TAUGHT AT OAKHURST, CALIFORNIA - 1971 -

"In other words, as E.J.WAGGONER affirms, in the new birth experience the MIRACLE of the INCARNATION is repeated. Therefore the Christian is-once-again-CHRIST dwelling in SIN-FUL flesh...This is to say...BLAH...BLAH...BLAH..." p.2. NEWS-LETTER Dec. 31, 1971.

What we are saying here is - that we should thank God every day of our lives for the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY that was given to us to WARN us of the developments such as this RABID apostasy of FRED WRIGHT HOLY FLESH BALLINGERISM.
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The very thing in every detail as Sr. White ran into in Orebro, Norway - R&H Oct. 19, 1886.

Now to go on and see another development as history is repeated as Sr. White said it would be.

"The things you have described as taking place in INDIANA, the Lord has shown me would-take-place-just-before-the-close-of-probation." SM 2:36.

"The command is not, Let him that glorieth glory in HIMSELF, but in God." RH 2:119. March 15, 1887.

**THIS IS BLASPHEMY**

"...those who profess HOLINESS, who compare themselves to Christ, as though they were EQUAL with him in PERFECTION of CHARACTER. THIS IS BLASPHEMY." RH 2:120. 1887.

**THIS IS BLASPHEMY**

(FRED WRIGHT) - "Thus, between our origin on the human side and His origin on the human side, there is not so much as—a-hair's-breath-of-DIFFERENCE. He comes to us exactly where we stand and—exactly—as—we—are, and stands there with us, COMPLETELY—one-of-us and one with us." FRED WRIGHT BLASPHEMY. May 1966. p.16.

"Paul wrote...stating what EVENTS must transpire BEFORE the Advent of Christ could take place. He declared: "Let no man deceive you by any means; for that day shall not come, except there come a FALLING AWAY FIRST, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition...so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God." The man of sin was to arise, and do his work of EXALTATION and BLASPHEMY before the brethren could look for the coming of Christ. That great event was to be preceded by a FALLING AWAY. There would be revealed a FORM of ANTICHRIST, and the leaven of Apostasy...

Bringing us to the OMEGA of APOSTASY.

...was to work with increasing POWER to the End of Time." RH 2:233. July 31, 1888.
"We may always be STARTLED and INDIGNANT when we hear a poor, fallen mortal exclaiming, "I am HOLY; I am SINLESS!" Not one soul to whom God has granted the wonderful view of His greatness and majesty, has ever uttered one word like this." RH 2:254. Oct. 16, 1888.

CHRIST COULD DO NOTHING - with and for the priests who had been contaminated with the traditions of the Synagogue Seminary. He never chose ONE of them to be His disciple. Nor will He do so now in this Last Work. They can FOLLOW - but not LEAD. EW 99, 101.

For if they led - they would be the means of overthrowing them. EW 62,98.

Because all this theological garbage and error they imbibed in the Seminary - and then doubled it in their minds for endless years - who in his right mind would expect them to SUDDENLY switch and be authorities on Truth that "...we have been YEARS learning, they will have to LEARN (LEARN - not TEACH!) LEARN in a few months." EW 67.

"The mind in which ERROR has once taken possession can never expand freely to TRUTH, even after investigation. The OLD THEORIES will claim recognition...to MINGLE with the True, and these ideas are ALWAYS DEBASING in their influence." MM 89. See 91.

(1) The Hoehn Research Library - ATTACKED the presumptive nonsense of the SHEPHERD'S ROD BEFORE they were proven to the whole civilized World - to be FALSE TIME-PROPHETS in the Waco fiasco - 1959.

(2) We launched our ATTACK against their "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" that no Froom could number - to be saved in the Last Remnant of Time.

(3) We launched this ATTACK because that BROADWAY MIND-ED THEORY not only threw the door open to save MORE than God will save - but it carried a rider which holds that 144,000 ADVENTISTS will be "SEALED!" and give the "LOUD CRY." Thus puffing up the Laodicean mind to insufferable "VISIONS OF GRANDEUR" and denying "MY FIRST VISION."
IS THAT WHY GROTHEER - is handing us "STAY WITH THE
MOVEMENT!" - TWICE - in ARKANSAS MEETINGS by Steno
Notes.

Has he gone over to ROGERISM - HUDSONISM - HOUTEFFISM?

"THE HARVEST PRINCIPLE" THOUGHT PAPER - MARCH 1975 -
The 1974 SDA BIBLE CONFERENCES by Dr. Herbert E. Douglass
of the R&H - trying to give REASONS for the FROOM FIASCO
of KEY '73 - with BILLY GRAHAM and the CATHOLICS. A-B-C.
(A) ADVENTIST HEAD. (B) BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICAL
BODY. (C) CATHOLIC TAIL in the fall of KEY '73. And looking
for God's blessing on this THREEFOLD UNION! A-B-C.

LIGHTNING BOLT PIERSO commissioned DOUGLASS to SOOTH
-SAY the Adventist people - to blame it all on THEM! They
are not a "QUALITY PEOPLE." Hence the FAILURE of KEY 73'
can be laid at the door of the PEOPLE!

It does not seem to matter that this song has been sung for
100 years! Still - let us try to make them LUKEWARM again by
laying NO BLAME ON THE LEADERS UNITING WITH BABYLON
in this sickening spectacle of KEY '73!

But let us again, as before, and forever lay the blame on the
PEOPLE - so let us whomp up some old enthusiasm again to
again do it from "WITHIN!"

But a repeat of Laodicean tradition hoary with age and reeking
of HOUTEFFISM - HUDSONISM - ROGERISM.

Instead of accepting the UNPOPULAR TRUTH of a "SHAKING -
SEPARATION" between the WISE and the FOOLISH by a "PRO-
CESSION" going PAST the Church, having NO USE for the
Church, calling people OUT of the Church - all based on the
unwanted TEN VIRGIN PARABLE & COL 406. A-B-C.

(A) A mysterious, before-unheard-of "PROCESSION" -
(B) Those WISE enough obey the cry: "Go ye OUT to meet
Him!"

But this never has suited the POPULARITY SEEKING CROWD as
found in ROGERISM-HOUTEFFISM-HUDSONISM-BRINSMEADISM.

(C) The FOOLISH do not go "OUT" to meet Him - they go to
the OIL-SALESMEN - POWER-POX ORAL ROBERTS & BILLY
BABYLON GRAHAM for some sparks to light their taper -
KEY '73!
Lightning-Bolt Pierson will no doubt be well-pleased with the SOOTH-SAYING of DOUGLASS that the Lord is WAITING for a "QUALITY PEOPLE" from WITHIN - not from WITHOUT! Heavens forbid! So bring us more TITHE! Get the big circus van out of the KEY 73 DITCH - and put the show back on the road!

"WATCHMEN, WHAT OF THE NIGHT?" - Wm Grotheer - tells us this back-to-sleep Douglass lullaby - is RIGHTLY STATED! "The conclusions by Douglass are rightly stated." p.1, "HARVEST PRINCIPLE" Special - MARCH 1975 - William H. Grotheer, P.O. Box 237, Florence, Miss. 39073.

So now we must all hurry and scurry BACK into the Adventist Church for this is the only one place from which a superior "QUALITY PEOPLE" shall ARISE!

"Your mind is so quick and your tongue so fluent...I saw that your mind was at times UNBALANCED from trying very hard to ...tell others all the WHYS & WHEREFORS as to what constitutes the NEW HEART...so as NEVER-TO-SIN."

The JONES-WAGGONER-WRIGHT-BALLINGER "HOLY FLESH" line.

"You have no such work to do...and YOU will TALK of a coming out from this people of a PURER, HOLIER people that will A-RISE...Should many accept the views YOU advance, and talk and act upon them, we-would-see one of the greatest FANATICAL EXCITEMENTS that has ever been witnessed among Seventh-day Adventists. (Worse than HOLY FLESH?) THIS-IS WHAT-SATAN-WANTS." SM 1:176-9. 1890.

THIS IS WHAT SATAN WANTS - MORE UNBALANCED MINDS

"A few years since, a man named N, of Red Bluff, CA came to me to deliver his Message...We had much trouble with him, his mind became UNBALANCED, and he had to be placed in the INSANE ASYLUM.

YEARS ago - when a certain lady of the ROGERITES - was going to reprint the JONES WRITINGS, and I wrote and asked her if she was unaware that JONES became the BIGGEST ENEMY of Sr. White the World has ever seen, and quoted enough references to prove it -
She replied that she would print these JONES writings and it would bring about the greatest reformation the Church has ever seen. **THAT-SAME-WEEK** - she went to the **INSANE ASYLUM** and as far as I know - has been there ever since. A Sr. Alton.

Now again we have the "**UNBALANCED MINDS**" telling us this people will "**ARISE**" - **DRUGS** and **ALL** - with the **CATHOLICS** bringing up the rear - clutching that **MAXWELL** book for dear life - showing us the way to go home.

"One, **GARMIRE**, advocated and published a message in regard to the **LOUD CRY** (the subject of **DOUGLASS-GROTHEER**)... He said the leaders of the Church would all fall through self-exaltation, and another class-of-humble-men-would-come-to-the-front, who would do wonderful things...This-delusion-was-opened-to-me...Believe them **NOT**, I have not sent them!" SM 2:64.

Yes - this class of **HUMBLE** men would come to the front! **THEREFORE** - COL 406 is all **WRONG**! That there will be **NO CLASS** that will come to the **FRONT** - as **ROGERISM-HOUTEFF-ISM-BRINSMEADISM** - has been preaching all-the-time! Thus making the **TEN VIRGIN PARABLE OF NON-EFFECT**!

If a better people will "**ARISE**" out of this mess in Laodicea - then they are **NOT** asleep! Then they are **NOT** in **MIDNIGHT DARKNESS**! Then the **DARKNESS** is **NOT** "**IMPENETRABLE**!" Then it is **NOT** a mysterious "**PROCESSION**" of 11½ hour men of "**LAYMEN**" and "**OUTCASTS**" that the Lord will "**GATHER**" in His "**GATHERING**" - but it will be **LIGHTNING-BOLT PIERSON** with **DOUGLASS-GROTHEER** who will gather and organize.

The **SHEPHERD'S ROD** - the **CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS ROGERITES** - the **JARNES-HUDSON CONFEDERACY OF EVIL** - who give us the old Laodicean line...

**GROTHEER** - "This work is defined...as the closing work for the church...a special work done-in-the-midst-of-her - the **GATHERING** (emphasis mine) the **GATHERING** of the 144,000..." **THOUGHT PAPER** - March 1975. p.5. **WHG**.

This man is super cautious in every word he says, so therefore I take it that he **MEANS** every word he says.
So therefore I take it that the true "HARVEST PRINCIPLE" takes us right BACK to the HOUTEFF-RODAN-BINGHAM-ROGERS-MATTHEISN-BREWER-NAGEL-RADER-PESTES-JARNE-FROOM-ANDERSON-HUDSON-HIEBERT - all those who follow JONES-WAGGONER and NOT the TESTIMONIES & "MY FIRST VISION" showing 144,000 from ALL the Earth -

And not that lukewarm tribe being all Twelve Tribes rolled together in ONE! Of course - this is all good duck soup to win the majority if that is all one is concerned about.

We stand alone. "We must learn to stand ALONE and depend wholly upon God. The SOONER we learn this the BETTER."

--- EW 105.

---

THIS HARVEST PRINCIPLE SOP -

(1) Was first espoused by this "UNBALANCED MIND" in SM 1:176-9 as already shown p.37-8. Said to be a "JONES." That a SUPERIOR people would "ARISE" in the midst of lukewarm Laodicea. So there is no going OUT to meet Him - but we should PLAY with the IDEA as did 200 others before. Will not settle for the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE. Or the truth of the SHAKING. Or the truth of the PROCESSION to "GATHER" the "OUTCASTS" OF ISRAEL. Isa. 11:11. But the other way all this time. "The old theories will claim recognition."

(2) This "Harvest Principle" sop - was also brought in by one "GARMIRE" who went by the "Visions" of Daughter, "I was shown that the young girl was not virtuous but corrupt...his inspiration was of Satan (and, as is the usual case with this sort - as we have seen it by the dozen) "The TIME was set (by this fanatical teacher) for PROBATION to CLOSE...in Oct. 1884." SM 2:65, 73.

(3) As all these early happenings are to be repeated just before the Close of Probation - we have TIME-SETTING ROGERS repeating this very same history of GARMIRE in looking for a "HOLIER" people to "ARISE" from the Drug-Lover's Union, when the Lord is going to come to "GATHER THE OUTCASTS" of Israel - the "DAUGHTER of Zion" and of "JERUSALEM." And this truth will NEVER come from any R & H puppet or hireling. NEVER!

"If Nathanael had TRUSTED to the Rabbis for guidance, he would NEVER have found Jesus...While they TRUST to the guidance of HUMAN AUTHORITY - NONE will come to a SAVING KNOWLEDGE of the truth."
Like Nathanael, we need to study God's word FOR OURSELVES.* DA 140-1. 1898.

"As in earlier ages, the special TRUTHS for this time are found, NOT with the ecclesiastical authorities, but with men and women who are not too learned or too wise to BELIEVE the Word of God." COL 79. 1900.

---

A SOUND WARNING

"Word for word reproduction from LIFE SKETCHES by Mrs. Ellen G. White. (Not found in any reprints from first edition - p.330-347.)"

Religious Liberty & Temperance Association, Rt. 2, Box 129A, Clarksville, AR 72830.

This publication is SPURIOUS - it is NOT "Mrs. Ellen G. White." I have the ORIGINAL "LIFE SKETCHES" here, printed by the STEAM PRESS in BATTLE CREEK, MI - 1888.

There is NOTHING like that in there, not on those pages given, nor in any other pages. It is also not in "CHAPTER 10." Having read more "TESTIMONIES" than any other living person on Earth - I know by this time the ring and sound of those Testimonies - and I declare unto you - this thing is SPURIOUS: Will someone send one to the WHITE ESTATE and find out? And let me know.

This thing has that very "HARVEST PRINCIPLE" espoused by DOUGLASS-GROTHEER. p.4.

p.11 - "WE need not inquire" - "But IF we apply" - "here WE have the clearest proof" - "Now SUPPOSE we are WRONG."

Sr. White NEVER talked like that. That is ADVENTISM.

"WE need only repeat, absurdity!" - "But the skeptical objector inquires," - "IF YOUR position is correct" - "WE reply as follows" - "WE conclude...

Sr. White NEVER talked like that. EW 133-143 - R.F.COTTREL talked something like that. But, no - p.6 - the "6th SEAL being the great earthquake of 1755" - THAT is "BIBLE READINGS" - THAT is "D&R" - THAT is URIAH SMITH! That is NOT any "Mrs. Ellen G. White!"
Throw away All that you have! Give them to NO ONE!
Mine is going in the waste basket right now!

THIS ALSO -


ANOTHER SPURIOUS and DANGEROUS PUBLICATION BY - the same "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY and TEMPERANCE ASSOC. Rt. 2, Box 128A, Clarksville, Ark. 72830.

"WHILE MEN SLEEP" p.8,9. The said "WILL ROSS" statement if anyone is going to plan their salvation on this statement - here is how this statement originated:

(1) W.E.ROSS claimed to live "Near Ellen White and often walked with her." That was in Loma Linda and the year was 1908. WHITE ESTATE RECORDS SHOW she resided at Elms-haven and was only at Loma Linda from August 27 to September 5, a period of 10 DAYS.
(2) That she seldom, if ever - went for a walk, as she was 80 years old. She would go for carriage drives. So that sort of washes away the credulity of W.E.ROSS and any W.E.ROSS statement. He perhaps "Walked in the sparks of his own kindling."
(3) W.E.ROSS knew NOTHING of any "W.E.ROSS STATEMENT." He never made it. He died in 1945. 37 years after 1908. In the interim he was alleged to have made this statement "MANY TIMES" to E.A.ROGERS of Boulder, Colorado.
(4) But the alleged "WILL ROSS STATEMENT" was not made by W.E.ROSS nor by E.A.ROGERS - but by "ELMER M. JOHNSON."

I meant to quote the alleged "STATEMENT" at this point - but find a difference between what E.A.ROGERS put out, and what FELIX KISSLING put out. So I will take it from ROGERS -

WILL ROSS STATEMENT:
"Sister White told us, as we three stood there on the railroad
depot platform, that a terrible storm of persecution was coming, just like a windstorm, that blew down every standing object. There was not a Seventh-Day Adventist to be seen. They, like the disciples, forsook Christ and fled. All who had sought positions were never seen any more.

**AFTER THE STORM** there was a calm. Then the Adventists arose like a great flock of sheep, but were without shepherds. They **ALL** united in earnest prayer for help and wisdom, and the Lord answered by helping them, who had never sought positions before. They prayed earnestly for the aid of the Holy Spirit which was poured out upon them making them fully ready for service. They then went forth "fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with banners" to give the message to all the world.

"I was astonished and asked if that applied to Loma Linda, as we were looking that way. Sister White replied to my statement by stating that it applied to the entire denominational world. It so stunned me, that I did not ask any more questions." **WILL ROSS**, Boulder, Colorado.

As given by and signed by - **ELMER M. JOHNSON**.

---

**WELL - !!!** That's about the theory of Douglass-Grotheer. That a holier people **would "ARISE!"** from the Laodicean rubble left over from **KEY "73.**

This is in fact the best proof possible - that they are **SOUND ASLEEP** - "By **TAMELY** presenting the truth, merely repeating the theory...they-can-never-convert-men...A listless, unfeeling manner...will never **AROSE** men and women from their death-like **SLUMBER**..."

"Men and women are in the hours of probation, and yet are **CARELESS** and **STUPID**, and Ministers have **no-power-to-AROUSE** them; they are **ASLEEP** themselves. Sleeping preachers preaching to a sleeping people." **T2:337. 1868.**

**THIS E.A.ROGERS** seems to have an uncanny ability to shuffle words together to make a great ado about **NOTHING.** As he did with his "120 years as it was in the days of Noah: - 1844 - 1964 - close of all SDA probation!"

Forever coming up with a new one ever since I heard of him in the Calgary, Alta., Canada church.
Those who have **SINNED** the **GREATEST** will be the closest to their Redeemer — therefore go out and **SIN! Even MURDER! ANYTHING!** That Grace may abound! This is the word we heard at the Colporteur Institute in the first class ever ordained as "Colporteur Evangelists" to canvass during the week and preach in our Churches on the Sabbath. **WHICH WE DID.**

This is where we heard of several Adventist boys who fell for the Rogers line — but who came to their senses.

I think we should come to our senses again.

Honestly — tell me — do you not know the answer?

Are you standing there — smitten and tongue-tied and even **FALLING** for that Will Ross statement?

You do not know where to look for the answer?

Well how would it be for a starter — if you went to the **INDEX** and found 100 statements that say the Angels are **ABOUT** to let the **WINDS** **GO** — but—**they**—**do**—**not**—**let**—**them**—**go**!

Just what have you been learning in that Church you've been going to anyway? When neither you nor the Preacher nor **ARTHUR L. WHITE** can answer that question?

But the thing **SOUNDS** so **NICE** and elevates the Adventist **ONCE AGAIN** — so the **DEVILS** that formulated it knew it would sweep through the denomination from top to bottom, and from east to west. Yes — that **WIND** of **APOSTASY** is sure bowling them over — but they will **NOT** rise up the better for it.

Did anyone improve from the **ROGERITE WIND** of 1964 — ???

---

**THE FOUR WINDS**

(1) Angels about to let four winds go. **EW 38.**
(2) But Christ pleads His blood. **EW 38.**
(3) So a powerful Angel orders the four to **"HOLD!"** **EW 38.**
(4) It is the **MIGHTIEST** of Angels that commands to **HOLD!**
(5) It is the **SEALING** Angel. **TM 444-5.**
(6) There is no letting loose of no winds BEFORE the SEALING. The winds are held — FOR the SEALING. **TM 445.**
(7) They **HOLD** until they are ordered to let them go.
(8) Do you think they have the power to **HOLD** — ???
(9) Do you think they will **HOLD** — ??? **TM 444-5. EW 38.**
(10) **WINDS** are not let go until the **SEALING** is **OVER!** **EW 36.**
So where does that leave anyone who is going to WAIT for some big Rogers "WIND"? We have had enough of Rogers "WIND" for over 40 years!

(11) When the WINDS let go — there is NO LULL in the storm. This is the imaginations of a weak and diseased mind.

"The bolts of God's WRATH are soon to fall, and when He shall BEGIN to punish the transgressors, there—will—be—no—period—of—respite — until—the—end!" TM 182. T3:286. WM 136.

(12) When the WINDS let go — it is the PLAGUES that take over. Think of this MONSTROUS deception! I am running over to WARN you of this doctrine of ROGERITE DEMONS so I will have to use a center insert to give you the other WARNING. So there will be a LULL in the storm? Wouldn't the Devil just like us to think so!

"The RESTRAINT which has been upon the wicked is REMOVED, and Satan has ENTIRE CONTROL (so the message is going to be given in this time now?) ... God's long suffering has ENDED ... the wicked have passed the boundary (so then Rogers will give the Last Message? And you fell for that?) ... Satan will then PLUNGE the inhabitants of the Earth into ONE GREAT FINAL TROUBLE, DESOLATION EVERYWHERE.* (More terrible than JERUSALEM of Old.) GC 614 and 100 more.

THEN WE HAVE THE TRUTH — about the "HARVEST PRINCIPLE" as a COUNTERFEIT "GATHERING" by Satan GC 464 — causes the Church to prepare for the "IMAGE OF THE BEAST" GC 444, by teaching "IN COMMON" with BILLY BABBLING GRAHAM as passed by Autumn Council Resolution R&H Dec. 18, 1969 — all set to UNITE with CATHOLICS in KEY '73! GC 445. Going step by step until they will keep SUNDAY! Four pages LIFTED OUT of GC 518.

So the Lord's "HARVEST PRINCIPLE" is for a "PROCESSION" to form and sweep BY the Church as the WISE LEAVE and the FOOLISH REMAIN to BEG the POWER-POX SALESMEN to HELP them because they FAILED IN '73! As we shall see before we end this paper —

So what is the truth of the "HARVEST PRINCIPLE" as the "STORM" ("WIND") — is "APPROACHING" (Not—here—yet!) only "APPROACHING" — this is the truth about that WIND!
"As the storm 

APPROACHES, a large class, who have professed 

FAITH in the Third Angel’s Message, but have not been sancti-

fied through obedience to the truth,

Pick themselves up after a WIND - with WILL ROSS-ROGERS?

Or come to higher ground with PIERNON - DOUGLASS -

GROTHEER?

Here is God’s truth - "Choose ye this day!"

"ABANDON their position, and JOIN the ranks of the OPPOSI-

TION." (Keep Sunday!) GC 608.

T5:136 tells us the majority will forsake us.

T5:463 tells us the "CONSERVATIVE" stay-with-the-movement 

class - these apostates do not go DOWN out of SIGHT - but 

they go DOWN and JOIN Billy Graham all-the-way-and-keep-

SUNDAY! Leaving us "Perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE!" T5: 

463. (What does that do for the GROTHEER-DOUGLASS SDA 

THEORY?)

Finally, here is the true picture - no loss of Ministers in the 

Church. They do not wake up DEAD! There is a call - called a 

"MIDNIGHT CRY" - given by a mysterious before-unheard-of-

PROCESSION - we see above where the word is used - "JOIN" 

- the foolish MAJORITY - JOIN the other Churches - as they 

did in KEY '73 and as they will do - PERMANENTLY - and there 

will be no "RISING UP" again!

The "WISE" also "JOIN" - they "JOIN" the "PROCESSION!" And 

the door was "SHUT!"

Ah! Remember the "WINDS" - now to be let LOOSE!

The Will Ross (Rogers) - "HARVEST PRINCIPLE" is for a BIG 

"WIND" to blow the Adventists down - after which they 

"ARISE!" and give the Last Message -

The truth is that there is no BIG WIND - because the Four 

Angels hold the Four Winds until probation is OVER!

The truth is that "As the storm 

APPROACHES..." (Not here 

yet!) Adventists JOIN the other Churches. That very word 

found in that very Testimony. GC 608. Whether that was ful-

filled when they JOINED Catholics and Evangelicals in KEY '73 

- we know not.
That they might still retain the “SABBATH” while letting the banner drag in the dust – and mainly keep SUNDAY in the EASTER–LENTEN–CHRISTMAS SEASONS.

So the truth of the big Rogerite "WIND" is that Adventists do not go down AFTER the WIND - for there is no WIND - the Angels HOLD the WINDS -

But the Adventists do go down BEFORE the "WIND" and stay DOWN after the WIND! There is no rising up again. That is a fabrication of the Devil. See that you are not led astray by them and their ever-new Rogerite "WINDS!"

This documentation if NOT the work of a moment. The Lord laid the burden on my heart to "WATCH" and "CHECK" - "ALL" FANATICISM wherever they may see it arise." EW 63.

"Some of us have had time to get the truth and to advance step by step, and every step we have taken has given us strength to take the next. But now TIME is almost FINISHED, and what we have been YEARS learning, THEY will have to learn in a few months." EW 67.

"THE SEALING TIME is very short, and will soon be over. NOW is the time, while the Four Angels are HOLDING the Four WINDS, to make our calling and election sure." EW 58.

The ROGERITE (Will Ross) theory now being peddled around through Church and Reform - has the "WIND" of persecution bringing them DOWN, and they ARISE with new leaders. All nicely from WITHIN.

Therefore this is the ANATHEMA of the MIDNIGHT CRY and the very opposite of the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" - it must still be "FROM" the Laodiceans! And there will sure be a lot of them blown down by this Rogers WIND!

"CHAFF like a cloud will be borne away on the WIND, even from places where we see only floors of rich wheat." T5:81.

Therefore they will thank ROGERS–KISSLING for this WINDY DOCTRINE - for now we know from whence only an AWAKENING can come - it must be only and ever - from WITHIN! ROGERS rides again!
TWO KINDS OF PREACHERS

This is what the disciples could not understand.
(1) One who preaches the truth - and nothing but the truth - whose only interest is truth - will be in trouble with the shallow multitude as of right now. As the record shows for most all the prophets - they stand alone.
(2) While the others - as you see at campmeeting - vie the one with the other - to see who can FLATTER them the best - ASSURE them that they are indeed "GOD'S PEOPLE!" Although the Testimonies say "NO DIFFERENCE CAN BE SEEN!" between them and the Babylonians. COL 408 (419).

Billy Graham can make a raid on "SEX" so that you think of sex more after his meeting - than you did before. But will he tell you that "The POISONS contained in many so-called REMEDIES create HABITS and APPETITES that mean RUIN to both SOUL and BODY." MH 127. Ev. 359. RH 4:416.

He wouldn't touch that with a ten-foot pole. It might not be popular. So the slippery eels slip in and out touching ONLY on what they THINK you WANT. This is that other kind of a preacher. Therefore you come to ONE meeting - learn NOTHING of Godliness - but come announcing out of there - "I AM SAVED!" Cheap fruit hung on the tree. But some buy it - thinking it is genuine. This class of Preacher, of course - will win the multitude.

Then there is the class of preacher, like Brinsmead - who gives lip-service to the "LAW" (when among his own) but goes over to Babylon and tears down every vestige of the LAW - as did Satan in Heaven. So who cares about lip-service? Give us what COUNTS! "Consistency - thou art a jewel!"

THE MOST DANGEROUS DOCTRINE

No matter what a man CLAIMS to believe in his LEAVES of PROFESSION - what is the FRUIT of his teaching? The most dangerous doctrine I know of - is in any degree to pass on to the people the idea that they:
(1) Do not HAVE to keep the law.
(2) It is IMPOSSIBLE to keep the law.
(3) Therefore make NO EFFORT.
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If there is any **WORSE** doctrine than this — I have not heard of it. It takes away all incentive, all determination, all faith, all hope.

**FRED WRIGHT CONFESSIONAL**

"Come the answer did...after we have been delivered from the carnal mind we still retain the fleshly **NATURE** and will do so right through until the Advent of Christ to give us immortality. This fleshly **NATURE** has its own **CHARACTER** and this **CHARACTER** is **SINFUL**...and therefore in our flesh are all the unholy **POSSIBILITIES IMAGINABLE**. p.17-8. **THE MESSENGER** OF **LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS** — March 1972. **FTW**.

**BRINSMEAD**

"The **WORST SIN** of the Universe is this **SUBCONSCIOUS** one, for it is the root of all sins. It is this hidden, deep-seated **ENMITY** against God (Rom. 8:7) — this **SUBCONSCIOUS UNBELIEF** and alienation from God,

(He must know what he is talking about. Is that what he is dragging around with him? Thank you for telling us. We did not have the faintest idea.)

...which is to be blotted out of the **LIFE** through the special work of cleansing the Sanctuary." RDB-ADA 21. 1962.

Which is, as the Adventists accused him of **MAGIC—!!!**

**A NEW TACK?**

Some think that ten years later — Brinsmead took a "New tack" — but, not so — all that was changed was the **TIME**!

"Dr. Edward Heppenstall was the first to clearly and decisively take a **NEW TACK**. He said that the Awakening expectation was wrong because God's people would not experience a condition of **SINLESSNESS** prior to the Second Coming of Christ...It will come as a surprise to some, and quite a shock to others, that I now state in the plainest possible language — **DR. Heppenstall was CORRECT** on this point." p.5. **A REVIEW OF THE AWAKENING MESSAGE.** May 1972. Part 1.

As you can see by matching the two above — there was **NO CHANGE** in the Brinsmead doctrine, **only the element of TIME**. He remained **FILTHY** until the judgment — or now until **HEPPENSTALL** and **MAXWELL'S CHRIST-MESSIAH** comes — what is the difference? "He that is **FILTHY** — let him remain **FILTHY** still!"
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SPURGEON

All this is the end result of being the #2 preacher who has no concern for unpopular **TRUTH** - but only a **FOLLOWING**. Hence the HEPPENSTALLS with their yard-long list of **BABYLONISH** degrees - bringing in **SPURGEON** into the Church, next to JONES & WAGGONER - the greatest **ENEMY** of the **THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE** - there ever was. Smoked big cigars.

SPURGEON - Charles Haddon. 1834-1892. English Baptist.

---

SPURGEON - "There remains in the heart of the Christian a **NATURE** which **CANNOT** do that which is **RIGHT**, any more than it could before **REGENERATION**, and which is as **EVIL** as it was before the New Birth...although our spiritual **NATURE** has been more fully developed, and grown in **GRACE** yet still the old **NATURE** hath lost **LITTLE** of its **ENERGY**. THE NEW PARK STREET PULPIT. (Sermon on "Indwelling Sin" p.17.) A REVIEW OF THE AWAKENING MESSAGE. May 1972. RDB.

This is, of course, where we draw swords.

And where the JONES-WAGGONER devotees join **BABYLON**.

---

GROTHEER

Has GROTHEER decided to throw in the sponge - is he unable to stand before the pressure - must he **JOIN** this **REBEL CREW** - and say **"ME TOO!"**

ME TOO - ???

"Let it be clearly understood, that our bodies - the flesh, with its "motions of sins" and warfare against the law of our minds (Rom. 7:5,23) - is still with us, and-will-continue-to-be-with-us until we exchange the body of our humiliation for Christ's glorious body. This does not mean that we will not have power to "mortify the DEEDS of the body" (Rom. 8:13) but-nowhere-in-the-Bible-is-it-taught that the forces resident in the body are **CHANGED** till-the-SECOND-coming-of-Christ." p.2. (Emphasis mine.) Dec. 1974 **THOUGHT PAPER - WE - YOU AND ME - AND RIGHTEOUSNESS.** Wm. H. Grotheer.

---

I am putting this paper to sleep together with the **BRINSMEAD-HEPPENSTALL-SPURGEON** paper, because I believe they belong together.
INDEX - MAN - NATURE OF -
- becomes PURE and TRUE when connected with Christ. MYP 35. Christ dies that, might be RESTORED, REBEAUTIFIED, and RECONSTRUCTED. T5:537.
- must be PURIFIED, ENNOBLED, CONSECRATED by OBEDIENCE to the TRUTH. T5:235. (And 100 more.) (But not in this INDEX.)

"However high any Minister may have stood in the favor of God, if he neglects to follow out the LIGHT given him of God, if he refuses to be taught as a little child, he will go into DARKNESS and SATANIC DELUSIONS and will lead others in the SAME PATH."

"Not one-of-us will ever receive the SEAL of God while our CHARACTERS have one SPOT or STAIN upon them. It is left with us to REMEDY the DEFECTS in our CHARACTERS, to CLEANSE the soul temple of every defilement. THEN the LATTER RAIN will fall upon us." T5:214, 235, 500, 505.

If Grotheer meant something different than he said - then let him come out CLEARLY on this and other issues, and stop pussy-footing around hiding behind the splendor of words without meaning.

- is WORK of LIFETIME. FCE 87. ML 267. CT 61. MH 452.
- is not done by MIRACLES. SL 84.
- work of Satan to divert minds from. MH 447.
- FORM is laying up treasure in Heaven. MB 90. COL 332.
- CROOKED cannot be straightened out at death. CG 562.
- FORMED by obedience to God's LAW. GC 469.
- is not shaped from WITHOUT and put on. DA 307.
- radiates from WITHIN. DA 307.
- no one should say they cannot remedy. COL 331.
- Satan tells men they cannot remedy. MB 115.
- is WORK of LIFETIME. CG 162. CT 61. PP 223.
- must be ATTAINED BEFORE second Advent. T2:355.
- Christ is ready to help you FORM. T5:579.
- CHANGE OF will NOT come by MIRACLE at second Advent. SD 9.
do not wait for God to work MIRACLE to change your. TM 455.
- fixed forever beyond all CHANGE at second Advent. T5:466.
- work of PURIFYING cannot be safely delayed. ML 32.

"The CHANGE from Earth to Heaven will NOT change men's CHARACTERS." RH 2:622. Dec. 13, 1892.

It is too late in the day to whisper in a corner what we believe about these important issues.

Only those who speak to His Glory will be SEALED.

What God has done for them.

A book of remembrance is written for them.

We will not even PRETEND that we believe the same as Hell-believing, pork-eating, Sunday-keeping - SPURGEON.

Who declares he is as FILTHY after conversion as he was before! Then what is the use of being a Christian at all? No wonder SPURGEON won the Beer-Hall Crowd.

EYE-WITNESS REPORT FROM SLIGO - WASHINGTON, D.C. -

Bur before we go into that - let us look back into JONES BALLINGER-DAVIS-DONNELL - 1900. Is this a repeat of the same - or getting ready for it?

HOLY FLESH - INDIANA

We have already covered the THEOLOGICAL ELEVATION OF EGO - in "I AM SAVED!" and "SINLESS!" and so therefore we are READY for the "LATTER RAIN!" as a reward -

Now we will explore what helped to distort their senses to further throw their minds out of gear - DISTORTED MUSIC. First we will look at the effects of GOOD MUSIC and then COMPARE.

T9:144 Do not oppose good music.
BC 3:1128 Levite ministry of.
T4:71 Good music needed to help in singing.
SG 4:93 psalms of David sung with music
Ev. 512 good music acceptable to God.
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Ark of Covenant removed with
awakens devotion and gratitude to God
prophets of Gibeath played
can be great power for good

This is enough to establish the fact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BAD MUSIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LS 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT 339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT 367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1:676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1:506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1:510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG 4:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH 441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM 2:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1:497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1:506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP 454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP 594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM 2:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1:506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP 567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK 522-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM 102,234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev. 510</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MUSIC IN HOLY FLESH**


**SR. WHITE SAID:**

Strange performances. Confusion. Tumult. At these demonstrations - **DEMONS** are present.
Disguised as was the brilliant Serpent. Satan works among the din, noise, and confusion. It is like the poison sting of the serpent.

"These things which have been in the past - will be in the future. Satan will make MUSIC a SNARE by the way in which it is conducted...take heed."

Clear and definite warnings and instructions have been given, but still there is the itching desire (by the leaders, it was the leaders that set the tempo in Indiana, and of Balaam it is written the leaders were FIRST to transgress, and so also speaking of Belshazzar's feast and the Sealing - it will again be the leaders that will be foremost in sin. PK 522-538. TM 102,434-456.) All the above and much more found in 1963 T-570:261-2. SM 2:31-39.

It leads to spiritualistic delusion. Ev. 595.

Mix it with pantheistic theories and darkness is their element, SENSUALITY their sphere, GRATIFICATION their license to INCLINATION. SEPARATION from God is the result of accepting them." Ev. 600-1.

At one time she did not know what to call it, the Angel told her to call it "FREE-LOVISM." Ev. 600. GTBC 97.

"No encouragement should be given this kind of worship... would be brought into our campmeetings, and that the history of the past would be repeated...I was instructed to say that at these demonstrations, DEMONS in the form of men are present ...the Holy Spirit has NOTHING to do with such a CONFUSION-OF-NOISE." SM 2:37.

Now we turn to 1975 -

THE SLIGO CHURCH - WASHINGTON

(Up until a few years ago - this was the largest church in the SDA world. It is built like a Mormon temple - round.)

AN EYE-WITNESS REPORT - 1975

Dear Brother Hoehn: February 7, 1975

Just wait till you hear this one, it's a shocker! At Sligo Church - Takoma Park, the Church with at attendance of thousands, the one where you heard the entire sermon and took notes, that's the one I'm dealing with.

- 60 -
FRIDAY NIGHT - the SABBATH HOURS - January 31.

They had this guest speaker. His alleged burden was to expose Rock & Roll music - Satanism, the Occult, etc. The focal point of the meeting dealt with Rock & Roll music. It's Satanic influence, especially on the young.

Mr. Larson, the speaker, a Babylonish convert to an undenominational Church - standing alone on the Sligo SDA Church platform with his guitar and a super amplifying system. Mr. Larson spoke with great effect - the entire audience seemed almost mesmerized by this Babylonish preacher. He used to be a big-time Rock & Roll singer & composer.

Mr. Larson tells of an experience of an SDA woman who went to see the movie "THE EXORCIST." She left the theatre possessed by a demon. He tells of his many experiences of casting out demons. They were weird, including that of this SDA woman. He showed many Rock & Roll records where Sex is played up, eventually leading to praising and worshipping Satan. He explained how this music leads to the Occult. He explained how this style of music leads to dope and drugs. (So far so good.)

The shocker comes when he openly stated that he conscientiously felt it proper to play a few tunes of this Rock & Roll music on the Sabbath, Friday night.

His guitar attached to his huge amplification system, he took off - let loose with Rock & Roll, etc. It's a wonder they didn't invite a faith healer to come with him, maybe they will some day!

What is his Satanic majesty's plan? To get the mainstream of Adventists and leaders to lay down their guard and consider themselves "IN COMMON" (GC 444-5) with Babylon? In this he is succeeding marvelously. I have been told by Adventists that there was nothing wrong in what he did. What right do Adventists have to go to Babylon, to be told of the evils of this music, the Occult, etc.

Did not the Lord give us the Spirit of Prophecy in which He laid out the last day deceptions for us? Satan's plans, snares, allurements. Is that not enough?

This man has given courses at Andrews. Meetings in many of our Churches, academies - with the blessing of the leaders of the Church.

So loud was the music - it hurt my eardrums, I was sitting in the balcony. I walked out. His alleged purpose of playing and demonstrating this music was to illustrate the effect of leaving a person dangling. (But haven't we all had a taste of it on the radio?) Now hear this:
The music was so loud two of the Sligo amplifiers blew out - a warning from God - !!!

The Saturday night service was for the most part lectures on the Occult...

My convictions tell me that this sort of demonstration of this type of music should never under any circumstances be played from God's sacred podium or in His Church. This Satanic music profaned the entire House of God as well as the thousands that attended. They broke the Sabbath. I felt guilty, even though I walked out.

Now questions are coming into my mind. The main people to "exorcise" demons - are the Pentecostalists - neo-pentecostalism, your faith healers. They are also the ones who claim to be "undenominational" - otherwise some Churches would not let them in.

I wonder if it is not time to dust off our books and look up bringing in Babylonian preachers into our Sanctuaries and Pulpits? And should our leaders apologize to the people and pray to God for their corporate sin in bringing in what can only result in confusion.

That Babylonish preacher's messages were not really designed to convert but rather lower our guard and give Satan one more foothold.

Yours in Christ,

Dear Brother Hoehn:

I don't remember if I gave you the exact date that this child of Babylon gave his mesmeric meeting. It was Friday night - Sabbath hours - Jan. 31 at 8:00 p.m. and Saturday night - Feb. 1 at 8:00 p.m. - the Church filled to over-capacity. This child of Babylon's address:

BOB LARSON MINISTRIES, P.O. Box 26438, Denver, CO 80266.

He has given a series of meetings at Andrew's University, SDA - welcomed with open arms. He is selling his tapes ($23.00?) about six or more of the meetings that took place. You might be interested in getting these tapes and exposing (not HIM - but THEM.) Besides that he has written scores of books.

I believe he is a neo-pentecostalist and is not admitting it. I believe he is a representative of Satan hoping to catch the Elect with their guard down.
He is touring our Churches and Schools with the blessing of the SDA leadership. Hook - line - and sinker, God's people are falling for him. Much of what he says appears to be true. But is that not the greatest danger? Just to mix in a little poison?

How does he line up with "HAPPY HUNTERS" - Charles and Frances Fuller? (Neo-pentecostalists) - Kathryn Kulman - Oral Roberts - and other leading entertainers?

Is it time to be "slain with the Spirit" get the Glossalalia experience and other modern abominations to be "IN COMMON" with the other Churches? So we call in the Mr. Larnson in his disguise. The offering plate was passed Friday night and Saturday night and my information is that he collected thousands of dollars for that performance. Satan has come as an "Angel of Light" and the DARKNESS comprehended it not.

Yours in Christ, ...

Friends and brethren - our only safety in the days in which we live - Satan coming down with great power seeking whom he may destroy - is to stay close to "IT IS WRITTEN" - and here is what is written:

HOLY FLESH - INDIANA

"The things you have described as taking place in Indiana, the Lord has shown me would-take-place-just-before the Close of Probation. Every uncouth thing would be demonstrated. There will be SHOUTING, with drums, MUSIC, and dancing. The senses of rational beings will become so confused that they cannot be trusted to make right decisions. And this is called the moving of the Holy Spirit."

"The Holy Spirit never reveals itself in such methods, in such a bedlam of noise. This is an invention of Satan to cover up his ingenious methods for making of none effect the pure, sincere, elevating, ennobling, sanctifying Truth for this time. Better have the worship of God blended with music than to use musical instruments to do the work which last January was represented to me would be brought into our campmeetings. The truth for this time needs nothing of this kind in its work of converting souls. A-BEDLAM-OF-NOISE shocks the senses and perverts that which if conducted right might be a blessing. The power of Satanic agencies blend with the din and noise, to have a carnival. (Today called "CELEBRATION!")  "and this is termed the Holy Spirit's working..."
Those participating in the supposed revival receive impressions which lead them adrift. They cannot tell what they formerly knew regarding Bible principles."

"**NO ENCOURAGEMENT** should be given to this kind of worship. The **SAME** kind of influence came in after the passing of the time in **1844**. The **SAME** kind of representations were made. Men became exited, and were worked by a power thought to be the power of God..."

---

You see the connection? 1844 - looking for a false hope - Key '73 - looking for a false hope -

The shock and disappointment of which - leads the people to look to be revived by some new wonder. The leaders, afraid of revolt against their false leadings - cast about for **SOMETHING - ANYTHING - to ENTERTAIN them!** This is all there is to it. Another stimulant for decaying emotions.

Now they are satisfied as they find themselves **LUKEWARM AGAIN!** There is only one real danger - going from apple cider to beer - does not stop the thirst - and they will demand more and more and more - until there is **NO** remedy.

**DRUNK** - but not with wine.

"**I was instructed to say that at these demonstrations - DEMONS in the form of men are present...The Holy Spirit has nothing to do with such a confusion of NOISE and multitudes of SOUNDS as passed before me last January. Satan works amid the din and confusion of such MUSIC...the POISON STING of the Serpent. These-things-which-have-been-in-the-past - will-be-in-the-future. Satan will make music a SNARE!**" SM 2:36-8. 1901.

---

**AS HARD TO QUENCH AS A FIRE**

"I have been instructed to say to those in Indiana - you are giving a wrong mold to the precious and important Work of God...Your WILD DEMONSTRATIONS...FANATICISM, once started and left unchecked, is **as hard to quench as a FIRE** which has obtained hold of a building...**MANY SUCH MOVEMENTS** will arise at this time..." SM 2:33-5.

"When straight, solemn testimony is needed, in **REBUKING** sin and iniquity, even though it be of those in **HIGH POSITION,** they will not hold their peace,
but will heed the instruction of the God of Truth, when He commands, "Cry aloud, spare not; lift up thy voice like a trumpet, and show my people their transgressions, and the house of Jacob their sins."..."But shun profane and vain babblings; for they will increase unto more ungodliness."...the spirit of antichrist is far more wide-spread than any of us imagine...The maxims of the World, that know not God, have been worked into the theories of the Church...the divine Mediator is not essential to the salvation of man...The spirit of antichrist is prevailing in the World to a far greater extent than it has ever prevailed before. The day of test and purification is just upon us...An apostate church will unite with the powers of earth and hell to place upon the forehead or in the hand, the mark of the Beast, and prevail upon the children of God to worship the Beast and his Image...

"Then will the gold be separated from the dross; and it will be made apparent who are the godly, who are loyal and true, and who are the disloyal, the dross and the tinsel. What clouds of chaff will then be borne away by the fan of God! Where now our eyes can discover only rich floors of wheat, will be chaff blown away with the fan of God...

"Then it will be seen whether the choice is for Christ or Belial. Those who have been self-distrustful...have not dared to face stigma or reproach, will at last openly declare themselves for Christ and His Law; while many who have appeared to be flourishing trees, but who have borne no fruit will go with the multitude to do evil, and will receive the mark of apostasy in the forehead or in the hand...

Research -

"That which lies plainly revealed, which costs us no effort, will not be esteemed as highly as the treasure that costs us diligent, prayerful research and investigation. Celestial truth is represented as treasure...

"Let the mines of revelation be properly worked, and the unsearchable riches of Christ will be revealed...Just as long as the Church are satisfied with small things, they are disqualified to receive the great things of God...work diligently in gathering up the precious jewels of Truth, and placing them in their position...that the light may shine forth amid the moral darkness...This is the Christian's work." RH 2:244, 246, 609-12. 1892.
AS DAVID

The Lord now calls those who have been "Timid and Self-distrustful" and let the proud boasters take over the Church - while they were set in the back seat because they should not *ACCUSE* the "BRETHREN" - now realize only too well - the "WOLVES in sheep's clothing" and the "Generation of VIPERS" and the "SYNAGOGUE of Satan" are NOT any kind of BRETHREN" - when they have swept away ALL the Third Angel's Message - not a vestige LEFT!

As this precious testimony shows - with more details in T5:81 - those who have been "timid" and "self-distrustful" - are the "GOLD" who are not swept along by the big Froom-Heppenstall -Maxwell-Richards "WIND" - as the leaders go OUT in DARKNESS. Not OUT of the Church - just OUT of the hand and keeping of God. CLEARLY both these references are dealing with the SEALING - the Mark of the Beast time. As the Papal EASTER SUNDAY is "URGED" (Not forced!) upon us by the Church - the history of ancient Israel is repeated. Their NAMES are swept OUT of the Book of Life!

"What greater deception?" - the prophet asks - can there be to the leaders of the Laodicean Church - than the smug "Confidence that they are RIGHT - when they are ALL WRONG!" T3: 252-3.

CONDEMN!

"It is not enough to merely PROFESS to believe the Truth. All the soldiers of the cross of Christ virtually obligate themselves to-enter-the-crusade AGAINST the adversary of souls, to CONDEMN wrong and sustain RIGHTEOUSNESS." T3:254.

As AHAB-PIERSON with his JEZEBEL-LAODICEA harlot have all the preachers under their thumb - when God sent a message through Elijah - they thought him unnecessarily severe. "They even thought that he must have *lost his senses* because he denounced THEM - the favored "PEOPLE OF GOD." T3:261.

Addressed to "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH."

A careful review of this testimony will reveal this is taking us to the SEALING TIME - and the giving of the "Straight testimony to the Laodicceans" - which, if and when rejected - brings the "CRISIS" - and the "WRATH OF GOD" upon the LAODICEANS! "JUDGMENT must commence with the House of God."
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"And those who ENCOURAGE the sinner, saying, "It is well with thee, God will CURSE." T3:272.

"It is in the time of conflict the TRUE COLORS should be flung to the breeze." T3:272.

GOLIATH

Let us go back and review what happened to bring us to this GOLIATH being invited into the Church - 1975.

BLIND AS A VIRGINIA BAT IN THE COAL FIELDS - !!!

Do you see what happened in 1973 - then in 1975 - ???


1844 - It was not the Adventist Church called forth in 1844 - it was the PHILADELPHIAN Church. GC 430.

The Philadelphia Church, (NOT a CONDITION - but a CHURCH! GC 430) will be the 144,000 of the SEALING! Footnotes to WTF 14. To him that overcometh LAODICEA! MH 516. This is the Church TRIUMPHANT! AA 588,590. TM 446. GC 560. T5: 297,475,752. RH 3:44 and 100 more!

1966 - But beginning in the 50's - the leaders of the Seventh-day Adventist Church began to lay out the red carpet for Billy Babylon Graham. They became so OBSESSED with their DE-NIAL of "MY FIRST VISION" as did FOSS and FOY - they eagerly accepted the HOUTEFF-BRINSMEAD popular doctrine of "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES that no FROOM can number!" - as superior to the truth of the 144,000. As given in "MY FIRST VISION."

See Ev. 694 & 699 - to see how they took the "MIGHT HAVE BEEN" chart and vision - made it for real! And slipped the REAL chart and vision completely out of setting and context to give us a glorious "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT." Most, of course - will like it as they fixed it up - and dream on into the Seven Last Plagues.

Then they saved "more than 1,000 in a day" by taking a BOURDEAU RUMOR - nothing more - to give us that ROGERS-HOUTEFF line. To see that this is only BOURDEAU - turn to RH 1:564. Or, as shown there - (in Ev. 693) Nov. 10, 1885. - 67 -
1946 - this is what they did as far back as 1946.
1950 - Wieland and Short wrote out a thesis which was NOT (repeat - which was NOT) - was NOT "1888 Re-examined." That original thesis had NOTHING, NOT-ONE-WORD to do with 1888. It had to do with 1950 and the "LOVE-FEST" then taking place with BILLY GRAHAM! But they WELCHED on the deal to get their credentials back, and even elevated in office - by drawing that "1888" Red Herring over the trail! As long as it is not 1950!
1950 - in the immediately following years - the "Love-Fest" with Billy Babbling Graham - really went all-out, and into high gear! They rushed that New York Center to completion (Even BUYING it just for that!) to train 1,000 to 1,500 ushers for the coming Billy Graham crusade! Written by his own hand, and by no one else -

ROY A. ANDERSON - in the official capacity as head of the SDA seminary and the SDA Ministry Magazine bemeaned himself - to bow down in the Billy Graham crusades when the altar call was made for proselytes to "the Church of your choice" - and place the Adventist blessing on that "DECISION!"

This set the pattern for Adventists around the world to roll out the RED CARPET for Billy Babylon Graham.

1966 - ROY A. ANDERSON - called on all Adventist ministers to "pray for the success" of the EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE (GC 444-5) being welded by Brother Billy in Berlin, Germany where the greatest crusade of all time was planned - "KEY '73!"

1972 - the Awakening came into line with the British Fabian Societies MAXWELL BOOK - calling for Christ-Messiah to come to set up a "ONE-WORLD GOVERNMENT."

1972 - Christmas season the Adventist dragonhead moved out of its lair - (T4:246. SM 2:395) with the Awakening Puppets nicely tucked in the Ring-leading wagon.

1973 - The Billy Graham Evangelical hordes began to move the Red Dragon body - Easter-Lenten Season. The Catholics making up the tail - of the three-fold union!

1975 - the Sligo affair. And the Foolish Virgins went to the Common-Market Place for (Holy Spirit) oil - from those who sell. Awakening to the fact that they have no oil of their own. (See why in GC 443.)
1975 VOP APPEAL =

Offering Day -
Goal, $750,000

Sent in by an Elder with this notation:
"THIS IS THE GRIN that the Devil wears when he
takes his captives referred to in EW < in old GC
Books. They are proud to be associated with this
Prince of Babylon = THE POPE OF PROTESTANTISM!
It all proves that no Church has ever remained
true = given enough time."They were going to win
Billy = but Billy won them!"
What is the meaning of the following TRIANGLE as it appears in the VOP News and the YOUTH'S DESTRUCTOR magazine?

See "The Cult of the All-Seeing Eye" - $2.00. The Christian Book Club of America, P.O. Box 638, Hawthorne, CA 90250.

(See also "THE TWO BABYLONS" & the EAR!)

Thank you - Bro. Alvin Bain for this.

Have they joined the British FABIAN Secret Revolutionary Society? For Secret Societies - (See INDEX.)


(1995 - WE COULD DO A MUCH BETTER JOB OF COPYING THESE DRAWINGS - but that was 20 YEARS AGO and we have NO IDEA where we could find ORIGINALS - so we do the best we can - RATHER than leave it out - you will get the IDEA JUST THE SAME!)

THE PATTERN and THE REASON

and JUDGMENT DAY

People listen to Billy Graham -
People listen to Kathryn Kuhlman -
People listen to Oral Roberts -
People listen to Bob Larson Ministries -
People listen to H.M.S. Richards -
People listen to Arthur Bedtime Story Maxwell -
People listen to W.A.Fagel -
People listen to Charles H. Spurgeon -
People listen to some "Reformer" coming in our midst -

And they see nothing wrong with them -
And the entire Adventist Church and leadership -
Could see NOTHING WRONG! - with Anna Phillips - with A.T. Jones & E.J.Waggoner after they signed over to Kellogg and "LIVING TEMPLE" till the day they died - and all their books since reeking with "Living Temple" - "I AM SAVED-SINLESS-HOLY!"

- 70 -
But people see "Nothing WRONG" and even consider it a virtue to see "Nothing WRONG" — even though they are as wrong as the PHARISEES in whom the people also could see "Nothing WRONG" — even Christ's own brothers! But Christ told them they were as WRONG — as the Devil: "Ye are of your father, the Devil — and his works ye do!"

So it is about time we had the ability — and the Discernment to see something "WRONG!" Unless we want to be left OUT of the Sealing — for the Sealing Angel seals NONE — except they see WRONG — and sigh and cry about it! "ALOUD!" — mind you! And show them "ALL" their ABOMINATIONS! Meaning they could SEE them and KNOW them as well as committing FROOM'S "UNPARDONABLE SINS" — by going and telling OTHERS — and doing so "ALOUD!" The only ones God cares anything about.


"The spirit of HATRED which has existed with some because the WRONGS among God's people have been PROVED has brought BLINDNESS and a fearful deception upon their own souls, making it IMPOSSIBLE for them to DISCRIMINATE between RIGHT and WRONG. They have put out their own spiritual EYESIGHT." T3:266. 1873.

We see in EW 270 — in the "Straight Testimony to the Laodi-cean time" — those who are "indifferent" and "Careless" as FROOM tells them to be — and the record goes on to read — that the Angels of God LEAVE them to the deceptions that they "Love" and to the control of Evil Angels.

NOW IN THIS PICTURE — it is very hard to find a balance between HOW to give the Straight Testimony — and how to fail to give it at all! So in the very same Testimony that tells us those who are tongue-tied and neutral and could not care LESS! And they will win for a day — until Judgment Day comes around — and the whole World will be surprised as they see the HATED ones — SAVED and SEALED and GLORIFIED! Now you study these words —

To learn a great lesson about the SPURGEONS — !!!

"Those who have EXCUSED these WRONGS have been thought be the people to be very AMIABLE and LOVELY in DISPOSITION; simple because they SHUNNED to discharge a plain scriptural DUTY. The task was not agreeable to their FEELINGS; there- fore they AVOIDED IT." T3:266.
And then the same Testimony is followed with the scene of the slaughtering Angels coming and cutting them down - right and left. And this whole Testimony with PAGES more than should be read and studied - is all of it addressed to "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH." They that lead thee cause thee to err - and they that are led of them - are DESTROYED! No, they do NOT rise up again after Roger's BIG WIND. The BIG WIND that blows them DOWN and AWAY - no place in any Testimonies is there the slightest hint that they rise up again! That is a fabrication of the Devil! Trees "without FRUIT are CUT DOWN!" T7:199, 200. T1:190.

Those who fall off the path down to the wicked World below - show me any Testimony that they make it back up again! There are a very few who will step on the platform again - but this is no way to go.

Nothing for any Rogers to make a big thing out of - to EN:COURAGE people to FALL as he did for years and years and years as he rambled away in his writings just like BRINSMEAD does - talking out of both sides of his mouth. It is the SAME sophistry handed to the Calgary, Alberta SDA Church - to those stupid enough to listen to him - go and SIN, as those who sin the most - will be the closest to their Redeemer! (I wonder if there is one who reads this who does not know the answer to THAT - ??? That was NOT speaking of DELIBERATE SIN! Is it necessary for some one to point this out? Apparently in this age it is!)

And it is just those people who fall for that sort of garbage the quickest - who are the first to say: "NO MAN NEEDED!" - while they go and fall, for the first "MAN" that comes along and tickles their fancy!

"Deceiving and being deceived." Both fall together.

Speaking of the Sealing Time - we have a Testimony in T1:270 that looks like those who fall - come up again. This is a deliberate attempt by the Vault Manipulators who also say nothing about the Will Ross "WIND" statement because they themselves want to give that impression. It is the basic dogma behind "STAY WITH THE SHIP!" No matter how LOW THEY FALL - they will "RISE UP!" again! And so T1:270 was fixed up to look like that.
But take it from the ORIGINAL in RH 1:40. Those who give the Straight Testimony are the only ones whom God "BLESSES" in this time. And that is EXACTLY what they TOOK OUT of T1:270.

If you want to know the truth about "Staying with the leadership" in the Sealing Time - we have a graphic and forceful picture in all its details - even down to the very sermon he will be preaching - the very WILL ROSS-DOUGLASS-GROTHEER "Harvest Principle" Doctrine - "God is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT!"

Is that not the song of Rogers-Brinsmead-Froom-Douglass-Will Ross - and 10,000 others who are unable to break with the URIAH SMITH tradition? "God is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in judgment!" And for saying this, he is called a "Dumb dog that will not bark" - and then - according to HOUEFFISM and ROGERISM and HUDSONISM - the MINISTERS are CUT DOWN - but the membership springs up with new leadership (With HOUEFF - BRINSMead - ROGERS - HUDSON - JARNES of course!) But read it from T5:211. And look for the word "ALL" "ALL perish TOGETHER!" This is the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans.

The same as in the MISSING FOOTNOTES in EW 270-1 - but found in the ORIGINAL in T1:180-2. ROGERS-DOUGLASS calls for a new "GATHERING!" together after the dismal fiasco of Key '73. But what does God think of their Key '73 "GATHERINGS?" The dare is made: "GATHER YOURSELVES" - not the Lord's gathering - He had nothing to do with it. Just the "Gathering" of "GATHER YOURSELVES!" - and the time is given when they will go from Australian Sea to American Sea - seeking the Lord OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place - "GATHER at the SANCTUARY" says RDB. "GATHER at the DOOR of the Sanctuary" says FTW. "GATHER about the Sanctuary" says RDB.

But the Lord says: "GATHER yourselves together, yea, GATHER together, O (Denomi-) NATION NOT DESIRED, before the fierce anger of the Lord - come upon YOU!" T1:180.

This is the one and the only true message. That the Lord calls His people to SEPARATE from the prevailing evil - and refusing to do so - instead this "GATHERING" of Church and Reform -
just before and just because *THE FIERCE ANGER* of the Lord come upon YOU*! T1:180.

Imagine a time like this, when this message should be sounded from the house-tops - some creep and some queer comes along - agent of the Devil -

and tells them the *LORD* never destroys ANYONE!* Oh! He could not DO that! If He did - he would be no better in *NATURE* - than the Devil! If you ever heard of a DUMB DOG that would not bark - THAT is it! Some goofy old women falling for it - like my own Sister!

Well, it won't be long now - they will soon enough find out something of the *WRATH* of God poured out without "Mixture of Mercy!" When the Angels let the WINDS go! BLOOD - to the horses' bridles. The most terrible threatening ever given to man. Is what the "Third Angel's Message" is supposed to be.

[1] Christ **ONLY** in the MHP since 1844. + NO! NO! NO! + He is in the **OUTER COURT!** This I know for FTW-RDB-LH told me so!

[2] Sanctification-Completeness after a LIFETIME of striving and effort. NO! It was done YESTERDAY - only on condition you MAKE NO EFFORT! "Ye shall be as gods!"

[3] The Wrath of God coming on all who reject the Last Hope - "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" NO! He never destroys ANYONE! "He is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in judgment!" Hence the "Harvest Principle" is to remain - right THERE!

"Satan was trying his every art to HOLD them WHERE they were, until the SEALING was past, until the COVERING was drawn over God's people, and they LEFT...

"LEFT" for making NO EFFORT! EW 270-1. T1:180-2.

"LEFT" for being careless and indifferent-!!!

"LEFT" to total destruction!

"LEFT" to the mercy and control of "EVIL ANGELS!" T1:187.

"LEFT" by remaining WHERE THEY ARE - !!!

"...and they LEFT without a shelter from the BURNING WRATH of God, in the Seven Last Plagues." EW 44.
"...in the battle in the day of the Lord, I was pointed to those who claim to be Adventists, but who reject the Present Truth, and saw that they were crumbling and that the hand of the Lord was in their midst to divide and scatter them now in the gathering time, so that the precious jewels among them, who have formerly been deceived, may have their eyes opened to see their true state. And now when the Truth is presented to them by the Lord's Messengers, they are prepared to listen, and see its beauty and harmony, and to leave their former associates and errors, embrace the precious truth and stand where they can define (Webster: make known) define their position." EW 69.

"All who are honest will leave the fallen Churches, and take their stand with the remnant." EW 261.

(And here the Churches that are fallen are defined as those who went outside of the Most Holy Place worship. "All who remained outside would be forever lost. The multitudes without..." EW 78.)

HOW THEY GOT LOST

People are bothered about the condition of their soul. They should know - if they know anything about the Bible, that the popular ministry in the days of Noah, Lot and Christ, were wrong - dead wrong!

And that the popular ministry will again be wrong - dead wrong! So two things are necessary:

[1] If you are on your way to be a Christian worker in God's vineyard - the last thing you do - is try to imitate those false popular shepherds.

[2] As a person - the last thing you do - is to fall for that popular minister's line. You know something is dead wrong - because if he was right - he would not be popular to this wicked and sinful generation!

"Light and darkness cannot harmonize. Between truth and error there is an irrepressible conflict. To uphold and defend the one is to attack and overthrow the other." GC 126.

"These truths will stir the enmity of Satan, and of men who love the fables that he has devised." GC 132.
"Those who present the truth for this time should not expect to be received with greater favor than were earlier reformers." GC 144.

"The gospel of Christ CANNOT be preached WITHOUT offense." (He that is preaching without offense - is NOT preaching the gospel!) GC 165.

"The true followers of Christ. These do not WAIT for truth to become POPULAR." GC 460.

"The followers of Christ and the servants of Satan - CANNOT HARMONIZE." GC 507.

"If UNITY could be secured only by the compromise of truth and righteousness, then let there be DIFFERENCE, and-even-WAR!" SR 324. 1884 SOP 4:46. GC 45. DA 116,279. T1:274.

No, we are not about ready to sell out to unite with them!

A CBC-TV documentary on the life of REX HUMBARD who skyrocketed to religious fame. They inquired of him forwards and backwards - how he acquired such fame so quickly?

Pay attention! Would be Spurgeons - !!!!

The women and the girls can rub around him, dresses up to there, or all loaded down with jewelry like a Christmas Tree - or walk on their tippy-toes with spike heels - he couldn't care LESS! He never deals with "ISSUES!"

Better yet - like Spurgeon and all the modern ministry - echoed by Brinsmead - you are just as FILTHY after conversion as before - so what does FILTHINESS matter?

The LAW cannot be kept anyway!

Or if some Billy Graham does make a raid on something - which he chooses to call "SIN!" Let it be something EVERY-ONE agrees with. Even if he is a Minister for the Baptist Church - NEVER, no NEVER - mention the RIGHT way of Baptism! Heaven's forbid! He might lose a member!

So what those NON-COMMITTED ministers are actually doing, they are putting a veneer of religion on a people so they FEEL GOOD - while they change - NOTHING!

And if you are on your way to be a POPULAR minister - you just be SURE to follow that line.
Gives them LOTS of religion - gobs and gobs of hope and faith and charity - with music and lots of girls in the choir - people just LOVE to be entertained. And keep telling them every little while, with every second sentence - NOT that they SHOULD be converted - but that they ARE!

THIS IS THE LINE - FROOM called it "Dealing in the POSITIVE" - meaning I am POSITIVELY SAVED! And do not deal in "ISSUES" "The things wherein we DIFFER are PAST, definitely PAST - and that is how it should be!" FROOM in SDA Ministry magazines - 1966 as WEEKS of the PR Dept. set the pattern for them to follow to get set for KEY '73 where all DIFFERENCES were swept under the table as they finally engineered the Autumn Council to pass in Resolution - R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20.

"...to create a PUBLIC IMAGE... reach...the MULTITUDES...to place emphasis on the noncontroversial truths shared IN COMMON with all Christianity." See GC 444-5 that to set up the "IMAGE OF THE BEAST" this is EXACTLY how to do it! Teach "IN COMMON" with them instead of Rev. 18 - !!!!

IN CHILD PSYCHOLOGY - this is the way to raise a no-good BRAT. And in CHURCH PSYCHOLOGY - this is the way to put together a NO-GOOD Church. Just keep telling them, no matter what they do - they are "GOOD CHILDREN" - they are "SAVED!" Even when they riot. "Aren't they wonderful?" So self-expressive! And then get IN on the act!

As doddering AARON did at the GOLDEN CALF - as doddering PIERSON did when the PHILISTINE came to blow out the Loud-Speakers! Completely ABDICATING their responsibilities as parents or leaders and guides. It is time for the voice of prudence if not alarm to be heard throughout the Church. MOSES with tables of stone. ELIJAH with his trusty SWORD. Or will it be PASTORAL COLLUSION by those who go the way of Balaam? Rex Humbard. Billy Graham. And who else wants to IMITATE their line?

NO RELIGION! Only soothsaying. If it is SUCCESS you must have - look at KD&A! They had the entire congregation eating out of their hand. And what was their message?

"The Congregation is Holy - every ONE of them!"
GOLIATH

Since SAUL-PIERSON is unable to meet the Goliath since he lost his power - it is time for the Lord's anointed, like DAVID in secret - to step forth and sink a stone in the numskull of the Philistine.

DAVID

"There are precious ones now hidden, who have not bowed the knee to Baal. They have not had the light which has been shining in a concentrated blaze upon YOU...They are there, fixed in the firmament...The TIME is not far distant when the TEST will come...CHAFF LIKE A CLOUD will be borne away on the WIND...When trees without fruit are CUT DOWN...when MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN are distinguished from the TRUE, then the HIDDEN ONES will be revealed to view...AS DAVID...
"THEN will the Church of Christ APPEAR..." T5:81-2.

And THEY will give the message of Rev. 18:

"Come OUT of her, My people! Lest ye receive of her PLAGUES!"

The Message the Church could not give - for they JOINED with the Philistines - the Catholics and Evangelicals - KEY '73!

They started out to imitate the MAN - Spurgeon and Graham - but they FAILED! Now they must try again! But do it right this time! Imitate the DOCTRINE! They are far down the road already. In some areas LOWER than BABYLON!

When we came to TAKOMA PARK - 1974 - they tried to stop the hall! But for the Philistine - they took up a Collection! The true Harvest Principle is the need of men - like NEHEMIAH to rebuild the Wall in the Last Days.

ELIASHIB (Pierson) the High Priest, let TOBIAH the AMMONITE (Larson) Israel's bitter enemy - into the Tithe storehouse. PK 669.

NEHEMIAH saw that greater contempt than this could not be shown to God, so he cast out TOBIAH - with all his "STUFF!" PK 670. Thus it will be in the Last Days. PK 675.

"Nehemiah was not a Priest; he was not a Prophet; he made no pretension to high title. He was a REFORMER." PK 675.
So we know at once what we are dealing with when anyone denies any of the above. They are at once over on the side of SPURGEON, BILLY GRAHAM, ORAL ROBERTS, MOODY, all segments of the self-confessed AWAKENING. It is the heart and soul of BABYLON to deny it all, and bring in a counterfeit holiness which has as its foundation - "I AM SAVED!" That puts an END to the entire Third Angel's Message and all the Sanctuary Truths.

All who fall for "I AM SAVED!" - also give up all the Sanctuary Truths. As the Awakening did in their chart introduced by HUDSON in 1960 - as the Adventist General Conference did in Session in 1970. R&H June 19, 1970. p.9,10.

If "I AM SAVED!" then all talk is at an end. "I AM SAVED!"

"CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" - WAGGONER - 1892

p.63 - here is the beginning of "NO EFFORT!" "RIGHTEOUSNESS" is a "GIFT" - "God...puts his own righteousness ON the sinner."

EGW - CHARACTER is NOT shaped from WITHOUT and put ON! DA 307.

EGW - RADIATES from WITHIN: DA 307. CHS 228.

EGW - the World may have some excuse for the expressions they employ in this question. We have none. We have the check-rein of the SOP. But some do not like the bit, because too many ministers, like JONES and WAGGONER - kicked off the traces - and chased after BABYLON.

EGW - Enemies of Christ claim RIGHTEOUSNESS. TM 236.

EGW - disobedient have no right to - BC 6:1072. SM 1:320.

EGW - imputed only to the obedient - BC 6:1072. SD 13.

EGW - not a cloak to cover sin- DA 555-6. COL 316. DA 309.

EGW - we must meet conditions - SD 189,133. 1893*

EGW - this is where JONES went off the deep end - SM 1:377.

RIGHTEOUSNESS by JUSTIFICATION is all the World wants or will have. This is "put on" imputed. NO CONDITIONS.
RIGHTEOUSNESS by SANCTIFICATION means they go on to perfection. RIGHTEOUSNESS "WITHIN" imparted. ON CONDITION.

The World reads "STEPS TO CHRIST" the first HALF - but they do not want the second HALF.

WAGGONER - follows the worldly line - p.63-65. All striving is "VAIN!" p.67 - he "PUTS ON" righteousness like a cloak over his sins. p.69 - sin is "CANCELED"

Same as FROOM-DANIELLS in their COR book - sins are "CANCELED." p.15,65,66,68.

EGW - transferred to the Sanctuary - is that canceled? CONDITIONAL amnesty? PP 357. SM 1:230. Here is where the battle is joined.

p.71 - here it comes. An open outright ATTACK against all the teaching of the Testimonies. No period of "Probation" needed or wanted. "I AM SAVED!" here and now!

p.77 - if you do not know that you are "SAVED!?" you are EVIL - your faith is VAIN! Here is the MOODY - SPURGEON - BILLY GRAHAM - ORAL ROBERTS - all the Churches of BABYLON line. Take your choice.

p.78 - same. p.81 - then he quotes the Bible - "He who trusts his own heart - is a fool!"

p.88 - same old line up to this page - really hits it hard. The way the General Conference like it and why they feature that book for "Week of Prayer SPECIAL" - 1974. But the next page he quotes: "While they promise them LIBERTY - they themselves are the servants of CORRUPTION." 2 Peter 2:10.

Anyway - what did he OVERCOME - that he knows anything about OVERCOMING? That NURSE? "LIVING TEMPLE?" or what?

As I have said 1000 times to those who want to foist WAGGONER on me with all the power of their being - I know something BETTER. It is by Divine Inspiration. Why should I go to the lower streams? Especially after what he finally ADMITS in his LAST CONFESSONAL! Every one who goes by JONES and WAGGONER end up being FALSE TIME PROPHETS just like they were. Is this a SIGN of the TIMES that the Lord is not with it?

If this book and this teaching - is making all the Adventists go WILD after it - how come - ???
"...and when the message he brings again will swell into a Loud Cry, it will AGAIN be ridiculed, and spoken against, and REJECTED by the majority." Brisbin p.11. "Taking up a reproach." ARE SDA–???

THE "REBELLION" of KD&A

"The rebellion of KD&A" - the word "REBELLION" and the term "ANTICHRIST" are often misunderstood.

"ANTICHRIST" is not necessarily one opposed to Christ. But one who stands "instead of" Christ, or pretending to be the "Vicar" of Christ. HENCE – a COUNTERFEIT.

So the "REBELLION" of KD&A was NOT a "REBELLION" in which there was war to attack the Church with a frontal attack, to DESTROY the Church or Movement. No, it was much more subtle than that - it was to TAKE OVER the Church with spurious doctrine. MOSES the Prophet of God had said - because of their failure and sins - they could NOT go into the Promised Land. It would be a NEW MOVEMENT.

Like FROOM–MAXWELL–BRINSMEAD in Key '73 - KD&A said - we have "FAITH" in the "MOVEMENT" - we have "TRUST" in the 240 Princes of Renown, the full Autumn Council - we believe we are the Men of the Hour - Lord grant us Thy Power! This was REBELLION! For the Lord has said the Church Militant WOULD NOT BE the Church Triumphant! It would be another movement!

This is important to know for two reasons:

(1) This history of the rebellion of KD&A is to be repeated in the history of this people right at the end! SOP 1:300,306. PP 403–4. T3:353,358,361. T5:66.

(2) What was their message that turned the heads of that people? "The Congregation is HOLY – every ONE of them!"

What difference is that from "I AM SAVED?" or as JONES, WAGGONER and WRIGHT like to say it - "I AM SINLESS?"

So you see where we are in Prophetic history.
"I AM SAVED!"

"We are NEVER to rest in a SATISFIED condition, and cease to make advancement, saying, "I AM SAVED." These are PHARISEES." RH 5:414. 1908.

SM 1:314
No SANCTIFIED tongue will be found uttering these words till Christ shall come.

SM 1:314
"Never DARE to say, "I AM SAVED."

SM 1:315
It is he that endureth unto the end that shall be saved. Distrust SELF. COL 155.

SM 1:315
"It is stating a falsehood to say, "I AM SAVED." (NOTE - the DOUBLE sin. LYING about it.)

COL 154
Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE. They are UNPREPARED. COL 155.

SM 1:316
"IGNORANCE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY go hand in hand."

Now with this background and voluminous evidence - now turn and read the FROOM book - "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES" and "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" and see how the serpent takes his reader step by step to disparage "WORKS" and "LAW" and brings in "I AM SAVED" with "Faith ALONE!" and "ONLY Believe!" which naturally come in its train with "No effort!" And, after all - CHARACTER will be given as a "GIFT" when Maxwell's CHRIST-MESSIAH comes!

Where is the "MOVEMENT" of Destiny in a Church sound asleep in Midnight DARKNESS:

p.387. Here it comes. PRESCOTT and his raid against the LAW & OBEDIENCE & WORKS. This IS what FROOM likes.
p.391. PRESCOTT brought in a "REVIVAL" with that stuff.
p.398-401. Raving about the "I AM SAVED" Daniells book that FROOM wrote so Daniells could sign his name to it.

GC 464-473. See the COUNTERFEIT and its teachings.

COR 15-20. Instantaneous Sanctification. "I AM SAVED!" No effort. No works. Faith alone. He had it all. This was the standard denominational textbook that led this people and all reform astray. For did you ever hear ANYONE, ANYWHERE that ever said ONE WORD against it? This book by FROOM-DANIELLS is more reliable than the Bible!
See if you ever saw such garbage in your life as p.15-20.

p.442 - This "Carping Critic" began a raid on "Legalism."

Pages and pages of how he worked it to swing the majority into line while casting around for "any SOPHISTRIES that are currently afloat." p.452.

p.465 - Changing the "IMAGE" of Adventist. Yes, he sure did! Right into the "IMAGE" of the Beast! GC 444-5.

p.469 - How the Maidenhead was broken.

p.471 - At last! Now he is "IN COMMON" with EVANGELICALS!

p.472 - Now they are "Brothers." "WOE UNTO YOU WHEN..."

p.474 - "SAVED!" by Grace apart from the Works of the LAW!

p.478 - Still more "IN COMMON" with "ALL" faiths of "ALL" ages.

p.485 - Continuing to hit the "IN COMMON" theme.

This is really the goal - isn't it? (Of a HARLOT!)

p.493 - Now watch how he swipes at "INDIVIDUAL DEVIATIONS."

p.483 - And how truly wonderful is the "Declared UNITED view."

p.510 - We should not "irritate" or "alienate" anyone...

p.528 - Jones & Waggoner never fell - they only "Faltered."

p.536 - Anyway - just be sure you do not follow any "stray offshoots" or "dropouts." What was he - in '73?

p.543 - Let us examine carefully what these "manipulators" and "perverters" left behind in the wreckage strewn in '73?

p.569 - Hecklers & hamperers & pouting tangent groups & disgruntled & disaffected - (If you did not believe HIM!)

Beware of a man, who - as quick as he can - tells you at his meetings - how his "Message" is going.

If it's "GOING" that well - what's WRONG with it?

The true message is going to be hated, ignored, rejected.

Remember that - and do not forget it - either.
This shows that this is his main interest. Therefore he will **BEND** his message to fit the itching of the ears.

Of course it is always the **"Holy Spirit"** that is with him. This is the song of Adventist Preachers for 100 years. If success and numbers is a **SIGN** of the Holy Spirit's workings, then **KD&A** had it. So do the **Catholics**. Join them.

*Never mind trying to whip up an excitement - **WHAT** are you teaching? That the "Holy Spirit" is with it?*

---

We will now leave you with the "Holy Spirit" to detect the glaring errors in the **WAGGONER "CONFESSIONAL"** and see some of the most demented ramblings ever put on paper - **WAGGONER INSANITY** - RH 4:444, 456, 460. 1902. So that is no wonder to find the same delirium in his **CONFESSIONAL**. But the **FIRST** time he was honest enough to **ADMIT** what he was up to. I will take up just one point here that in first flash - almost everyone would sympathize and agree with him, even the wisest. But not the Elect.

This is in reply to the question - Why did he not **ATTACK** the "Sanctuary Question" - the "Keystone of the whole Arch" - if he considered it so **WRONG**!

*And his reply - (First) - he was "never a belligerent." And instead of **ATTACKING** what he knew to be error - he held his peace concerning things that he knew were not "Biblical" - and took a non-militant attitude. p.29.*

In first flash - almost every one of us would say - "**AH**" - Very commendable! Here is a man who tries to get along. The points wherein he differs - he keeps in the background, no use stirring up trouble! If we had enough men like that, we would have a Church with roaring success!

But now, you just haul back - and have another look at that! **THERE IS ERROR** - **ERROR** is a **POISON** to the Soul! Here is error so glaring **WAGGONER** cannot go along with it. It is "not Biblical!" It is by **EGW**. It is not Biblical.

Is he not, then - the most despicable of all things known to man? **A Trojan horse? A Judas? A traitor? PRETENDING what he is NOT! He is an ENEMY** - slithering among the believers in **SECRET**? A self-admitted **WOLF** in sheep's clothing! And letting others go to **Hell** - believing a **LIE**! He could not care less! As long as he holds down his job! **THROW OUT ALL HIS WRITINGS.**
EPILLOGUE

We have been working on it since "THE SPRING OF 1995." We want to now ADD the LATEST in the RELIGIOUS WORLD to bring this "UP-TO-DATE!"

We certainly learn NOTHING from "ADVENTIST SOURCES!" (NOR "REFORM SOURCES!") It is as though they are TRULY "ASLEEP!" Do not know how this fits "PROPHECY!" Just like the JEWS - "THE WISE MEN OF THE EAST!" saw the STAR and some "SHEPHERDS!" LATER IT WAS "FISHERMEN!" PHARISEES and SADDUCEES (THE OLD CHURCH!) were UNAWARE of what was TRANSPRING!

THE WISE MEN OF THE EAST

THE FIRST WE KNEW WAS FROM THE WORLD ITSELF! I just HAPPENED to turn on a PROGRAM and sat FASCINATED at the PHENOMENON of "LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!" We were used to "SLAYING IN THE SPIRIT!" on a "ONE ON ONE!" BASIS SUCH AS BY "KATHRYN KULLMANN!" but for ALL in the CHAPEL to be FLOORED! was something NEW! I saw a man "WHOOSH!" with his HANDS and 20 GO DOWN! Then, without stopping he would "WHOOSH!" in another DIRECTION and THEY would go down! He did this THREE TIMES without stopping! They did not have to be LOOKING in his DIRECTION - could even be LOOKING AWAY! And they would go DOWN! INSTANTLY! Their knees just seemed to BUCKLE under them.

THE FIRST WRITTEN REPORT I SAW WAS BY "A WISE MAN OF THE EAST!" "THE VOICE OF THE NAZARENE!" by W.L. KING, P.O. BOX 5175, SUN CITY CTR., FL 33571. He calls himself "THE VOICE!" for a certain BRAND of "HOLINESS!" movement and will EXPOSE his own PEOPLE. FOR EXAMPLE: If some go out in the cars and open a "6-PACK!" (OF BEER!) and LUBRICA- CATE their TONSILS so they can come back in and HOLLER LOUDER IN "SPEAKING IN TONGUES!" he will EXPOSE and DE- NOUNCE them. Pulls no punches. He will EXPOSE the COM- PROMISERS - such as "PANTS-WEARING WOMEN!" He doesn't care WHO he OFFENDS! Comes very close sometimes - to be- ing SUED! But he usually can PROVE what he SAYS, AND HE SAYS PLENTY!

"LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!" CHARISMATIC "GIGGLING FOR GOD!" "...is spreading like WILD FIRE!" "WORSHIPPERS ARE
ZAPPED, FALL BACKWARDS, LIE ON THE FLOOR FOR HOURS, SHAKING...LAUGHING, WEEPING, GROANING, MASS FAINTINGS, and such bizarre noise-making that has been described as a "cross between a JUNGLE and a FARMYARD...BEASTLY SOUNDS (BARKING, ROARING)...are evidence of DEMONIC ACTIVITY... FALLING, WEEPING and LAUGHING...going STRONG in TORONTO (CANADA), (**THE TORONTO BLESSING**: it's called) London, Boston, Florida, Australia..."

YOU MUST GET A COPY OF "SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1995"

DIFFERENT CHURCHES (OR PREACHERS) use DIFFERENT METH-ODS. Some, they ALL are FLOODED. LAUGH FOR THREE HOURS! THEY LAY EXHAUSTED ALL NIGHT! They used to carry them out to a TENT and lay them on the GROUND. Some would have RINGSIDE SEATS like at a BALL-GAME or WRESTLING MATCH and watch the ANTICS like in an *AMPHI-TheATER!* And the SPECTATORS would be JUBILANT and HOLLER "MORE! MORE! MORE!" It would seem there is NOT ONE that would OPPOSE IT-!!! Do we have NO LIGHT on THIS? YES, WE HAVE:

"HOLY FLESH!"

"...A HIGH PITCH OF EXCITEMENT BY USE OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS such as ORGANS, FLUTES, FIDDLES, TAMBOURINES, HORNOS, and even a BIG BASS DRUM...and SHOUTED and PRAYED and SANG until someone in the congregation would FALL, PROSTRATE and UNCONSCIOUS from his seat. One or two men, WALKING up and down the AISLE for the purpose, would drag the FALLEN PERSON up on the ROSTRUM. Then about a DOZEN INDIVIDUALS would gather round the prostate body, some SINGING, some SHOUTING, and some PRAYING, all at the same time. When the subject REVIVED, he was counted among those who had passed through the "GETHSEMANE EXPERIENCE!" - had obtained "HOLY FLESH!" and had "TRANSLATION FAITH!" Thereafter...he could not SIN and would NEVER DIE!" SM 2:31.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPTEMBER 8, 1995

Yes! As the saying goes - give people enough ROPE, and they will HANG THEMSELVES! To see how "HOLY FLESH!" developed, how much alike it was with these "NEW CRAZIES!" you should do what the CHURCH LEADERS WILL NOT DO - hold classes in your own home (or someone else's HOME) to learn the SIGNS OF *RECOIL WITH HORROR FROM THEIR PRESUMP-TUOUS IDEAS...
THEIR ACTIONS ARE ALL HOLY!" SM 2:32. "Some who had engaged in these movements were brought to THEIR RIGHT MIND!" SM 2:34. "...as taking place in INDIANA (in 1900) the Lord has shown me WOULD-TAKE-PLACE-JUST-BEFORE-THE-CLOSE-OF-PROBATION. Every UNCOUTH THING will be DEMONSTRATED...SHOUTING...DRUMS...MUSIC...DANCING...And this is called THE MOVING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT!" SM 2:36. "...DEMONS in the FORM OF MEN - are present!" SM 2:37. (Read on 100 or 200 pages!)

IF YOU OBTAIN "THE VOICE OF THE NAZARENE!" (SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1995) - study DR. CATHY BURNS rundown of "BIG NAMES!" promoting and supporting it, you will get some BIG SURPRISES!!! Such as WHAT-???

"PROMISE-KEEPERS"

***

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPT. 9, 1995

WHEN THE VOICE OF SANITY IS WELL-NIGH BLOTTED OUT - the Church is the DOG of T5:211. PHIL. 3:2. Instead of LEADING, which is their role - they seem INCAPABLE of doing ANYTHING but come "OAFING!" over the hill - in their DUST! As with "HOLY FLESH!" they will come under various NAMES and GUISES. "CHARISMATICS!" - "TONGUES PEOPLE!" - "LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!" - "TORONTO BLESSING!" - in every case - led by "PENTECOSTALS!" As was "HOLY FLESH!" AND THAT IS NOT "ROMANISM!" Although "ROMANISM is in it up to their EARS! And have their own NAME (IN PLACES!) But the LATEST - BOLDEST - MONEY-MAKERS (Charging $50.00 each - $100.00 per COUPLE!) TO ATTEND! Are called "PROMISE-KEEPERS!" NOW HEAR THIS:

"PROMISE-KEEPERS!"

and

"THE PLAIN TRUTH!"

"In the July 1995 issue of "THE PLAIN TRUTH!" the paper founded by HERBERT W. ARMSTRONG, defends the "PROMISE-KEEPERS!" and explains why they are also a PART of this so-called "REVIVAL MOVEMENT!" p.22. "THE VOICE OF THE NAZARENE!" (MY EMPHASIS ADDED. SEND FOR YOUR OWN COPY!) (WHAT IS THAT NOISE WE HEARD-??? HERBERT W. ARMSTRONG TURNING OVER IN HIS GRAVE!)
THE ADVENTISTS -
led by TALMUDIC JEWS - although OPENLY DENYING IT - but their "OFF-SHOOTS!* LED BY THE SAME "TALMUDIC JEWS!" could be expected to RAISE THOUSANDS AND MILLIONS IN ADVENTIST CIRCLES (WHERE ELSE-???) to raise a hue and cry: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!"

WHEN THEY KNOW - OR SHOULD KNOW - !!!
"PROTESTANTISM will yet stretch HER HAND across the GULF to GRASP the HAND of "SPIRITUALISM!" ("SPIRITUALISM! does not LEAD-!!! "ROMANISM!" does not LEAD-!!!) "SHE! ("PROTESTANTISM!"") "SHE" will reach over the ABYSS to clasp HANDS with the ROMAN POWER, and under the INFLUENCE of this THREEFOLD UNION, our country will FOLLOW...!!!" ORIGINAL 1884 GC 405. ("A GOD OF "LOVE!" IS PRESENTED!") SAME 405.

HERE WE HAVE ALL THE INGREDIENTS NEEDED-!!!
WHY WAS THIS LEFT OUT - CHANGED - MUTILATED - ??? (BY WHAT PHARISEE-SADDUCEE JEW - ???) "ROMANISM!" IS NOT THE PRIME-MOVER-!!! BEFORE THIS IS DONE - "ADVENTISM!" WILL BE! 1884 GC 426. GC 608.

THE HISTORY OF ADVENTISM:

***FOREMOST in POISON DRUGS! (IMAGINE POISONING SOME ONE BECAUSE HE IS SICK!)
***WE WILL TELL YOU ONCE! GET (HEALTH MAGAZINE!)
"CHOICE!" 1180 Walnut Ave., Chula Vista, CA 91911(6)
9429-8200. ONE YEAR ($16.00). FOREIGN ($23.00). U.S.
FUNDS ONLY. THANK GOD YOU CAN OBTAIN IT. WE
THOUGHT IT WAS SHUT DOWN.
***YOU HEARD OF ADVENTIST "QUACK-BUSTERS!" (WILLIAM
JARVIS, PhD) holed up in LLU. THE BASTARD SCOURING
THE WORLD TO THROW INTO JAIL THOSE WHO ARE NOT
APPROVED BY AMA-FDA-SDA! Do not always get their
way. One JUDGE lately CUT THE ADVENTISTS DOWN! ON
40 COUNTS! While the leaderSHIP and their PUPPETS -
MOUTH VOCIFEROUSLY IN YOUR CHURCH - about "RELI-
GIOUS LIBERTY!" (FOR THEMSELVES - NOT FOR ANYONE
ELSE!) BOY! WHAT PIE-BALD HYPOCRITES!
***LOOK FOR THESE (NCAHF) "QUACK-BUSTERS!" in this
VOL. XXI, NO. 1 (WINTER-SPRING 1995) "CHOICE!" p.5,12,
13,14,16,20. (I am not finished yet.)
III HISTORY OF ADVENTISTS! GOT PERMISSION TO SET UP "BIGGEST CHRISTMAS TREE IN ALL HISTORY IN JERUSALEM!" Because OTHER CHURCHES were letting it drag. ADVENTISTS TO THE RESCUE!!!

III DID THE SAME WITH EASTER - SET THEIR ALARM CLOCKS TO GREET THE RISING SUN! SUNDAY SUN WORSHIPPERS! 1884 GC 426. YOUR GC 608.

III DID THE SAME WITH "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" "I AM SAVED!" COL 154-5. SIN-FORGIVING ADVENTISTS! WHAT ELSE IS "I AM SAVED-???

FIRST IN THE WORLD TO TAKE BLOOD IN THEIR INSTITUTIONS!

FIRST IN THE WORLD FOR CIVIL DEFENSE!

FIRST IN THE WORLD FOR "OPERATION WHITE COAT!"

SIDE BY SIDE BY CATHOLICS IN ANY WAR THAT COMES ALONG! "VOLUNTEERS?" with a THREAT!

EXPERIMENTING WITH "AIDS!" (DID THEY MAKE IT IN "FORT DETRICK-???") BIO-TOXICAL RESEARCH!

ALDEN THOMPSON - PROFESSOR OF BIBLICAL STUDIES - WALLA WALLA COLLEGE. JULY 10, 1995. "GLEANER." "REVELATION...Chapter 15, for example, they are ALREADY by the SEA OF GLASS when the SEVEN LAST PLAGUES are poured out. That's good NEWS!" (Emphasis added.) p.7. (WHAT IS THIS-??? THE ADVENTIST "RAPTURE-???") THE SAINTS "RAPTURED!" and THEN the "7 LAST PLAGUES?"

NOW WATCH THIS:

Apparently there were some WIDE ENOUGH AWAKE to OBJECT to this TEACHING. So he undertakes to take a WHOLE PAGE to CLARIFY IT. Not only does he NOT do that but after all kinds of "DOUBLE-DEGOOK" not only does he END UP SAYING THE SAME THING - but ADDS another HERESY straight from BABYLON: "IN SHORT, be ready - JESUS COULD COME AT ANY MOMENT...!!!" GLEANER p.7. (THOMPSON.)

YOU ARE AN ADVENTIST-???

YOU DO NOT KNOW THE ANSWER TO BOTH QUESTIONS-???

Or do you know the ANSWER as well as WE-KNOW-IT! But prefer to DUMMY UP! NOT "ACCUSE!" SOME MYTHICAL "BRETHREN!"

BEWARE! LEST GOD TAKE AWAY YOUR MIND-!!!
You LIKE DELUSIONS so much - here are A FEW MORE-!!! On the one hand - the "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" are not here yet - but "JESUS COULD COME!" This is the TALK of the POPULAR CHURCHES - surely NOT the TALK of a BIBLE TEACHER from WALLA WALLA COLLEGE-???

THESE ARE THE ONES WHO ARE QUICK TO
THROW YOU OUT IF YOU QUESTION THEIR TEACHING!

SO WHY NOT RETURN THE COMPLIMENT-??? THROW THEM OUT-!!! CUT OFF THEIR WAGES-!!! GIVE THEM NOT ANOTHER THIN DIME-!!! YOU WOULDN'T PAY A CATHOLIC PRIEST WOULD YOU-??? AREN'T THEY THE ONES WHO INVENTED "THE RAPTURE-???" IS THIS A "JESUIT-???"

IS IT "JESUITS!" OR "TALMUDIC RABBIS!"

THAT ARE TRYING TO TAKE OVER THIS CHURCH-???

NO-!!!

I SHOULD CHANGE THAT! THAT HAVE TAKEN OVER-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 31, 1995

I have here - STARING-ME-IN-THE-FACE "THE SPOTLIGHT!"

July 17, 1995. "IRAN-IRAQ PACT!" This warrants much THOUGHT! THE FATE OF THE WORLD HANGS IN THE BALANCE! CAN THEY-??? WILL THEY-??? DELIVER A MEGATON MULTI-HEAD HYDROGEN NUCLEAR BOMB ON "NEW YORK CITY - ???" THROWING THE WHOLE WORLD INTO "RED ALERT-!!!"

AMERICA HAS BEEN FINANCING THE "STATE OF ISRAEL!" TO RAISE HELL AMONG THE ARABS. Is it going to be "ONE WAY!" forever-??? Or will he that "LIVES BY THE SWORD!" also "DIE BY THE SWORD!" And will the INNOCENT suffer along with the GUILTY-??? THESE FORCES ARE POWERFUL and if other ARAB NATIONS JOIN THIS POWER-BLOC - they might do what they PLAN! And no one might know who TRIGGERED IT-!!! YEARS AGO the World was alerted to this POSSIBILITY but lately they have FORGOTTEN about it - but the THREAT IS THERE MORE THAN IT EVER HAS BEEN! They have "IMPROVED TECHNICALITY!" The "OKLAHOMA CITY BOMB!" will seem like "NOTHING!" compared to this.

THE INSPIRED WRITERS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT (And "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" ) WARNED of this in no uncertain terms!
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"They that have LEAD THEE CAUSE thee to ERR - and THOSE that are LED of them are "DESTROYED!" There is NO QUES-TION about it - the only QUESTION is "WHEN?" The PENT-UP BACKLOG OF HATRED IS THERE!!! Only a matter of TIME for the DAM TO BURST!

FOUR ANGELS HOLD THE FOUR WINDS! UNTIL WHEN-??? UNTIL THE "SEALING IS DONE!" All this in EW 36-7 and did you NOTICE-??? Under "THE SEALING!" CHAPTER! And it tells you WHO will be "DELIVERED BY THE VOICE OF GOD!" EW 37. We should THANK GOD EVERY DAY not only for these TESTIMO-RIES but for the ABILITY to UNDERSTAND THEM! (UNTOLD MILLIONS have "THE BIBLE!" UNTOLD THOUSANDS have "THE TESTIMONIES!") Yet do a WONDERFUL JOB of believing the VERY OPPOSITE of what they TEACH! Without the HOLY SPIRIT the very READING OF THE BIBLE - can be an "INJURY!" Getting the HOLY WRITINGS into the hands of the people IS NOT IMPORTANT as long as they go by "TRADITION OF THE EL-DERS!" ANYWAY! That makes "THE WORD OF GOD OF NON-EFFECT!" BELIEVE THE SAME "HELLO" KEEP THE SAME "SUN-DAY!" EAT THE SAME "PORK!" "SO APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. "AS THE PEOPLE OF GOD APPROACH THE PERILS OF THE LAST DAYS, SATAN...sees that the POPULAR CHURCHES are already LULLED TO SLEEP BY HIS DECEPTIVE POWER. BY PLEASING SOPHISTRY AND LYING WONDERS, HE CAN CONTINUE TO HOLD THEM UNDER HIS CONTROL...NOW THE CHURCH MUST BE LED TO UNITE WITH THE WORLD...AND FOLLOW CUSTOM (EASTER/X-MASS) and TRADITION...I WILL INFLUENCE POPULAR MINISTERS..." TM 472. "WILL COME OVER TO OUR SIDE!" p.473. THE MOST HOPELESS CASE IS THE ONE WHO LIKES WHAT THEY SHOVEL INTO THE TROUGH - AND ASKS FOR "MORE!" WHICH IS THE "INNUMERABLE MULTI-TUDE!" OF T5:81. WHO SEE NO REASON TO:

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

X X X X X

WE ARE WAITING FOR THE DAY - NOT VERY FAR AWAY - WHEN THEY WILL BEAT THEM - INTO THE GROUND!!!

EW 282. GC 656. T5:211.

X X X X X
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THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 1, 1995

There was a certain TV PROGRAM on EVERY SUNDAY - NEVER FAIL. All of a sudden it is NOT ON!!! No CHRISTIANS could be on TV anyway - because they have a "LAW!" DO-NOT-RUN-DOWN-ANY-OTHER-RELIGION!!! So this PROGRAM must have VIOLATED that DIRECTIVE! One REASON WE SAY THIS:

OH! BOY! WHAT NEXT-!!!

BCTV - SUNDAY, JULY 30, 1995 - 9:00 a.m. - JACK VAN IMPE.
9:30 a.m. - HOUR OF POWER (SHULLER) - BOTH PROGRAMS
PRAISED "ROMANISM!!" to the HIGH HEAVENS-!!! THE POPES
"LOVED THE LORD!!" Before the End - there will be an "ANTI-
POPE!!" Probably in the YEAR 2001-12. SHULLER ("HOUR OF
POWER!!") spent a LARGE PART OF THIS PROGRAM HOVERING
OVER AND OPENLY ADULATING - "MOTHER TERESA!!" And the
MOTO (SLOGAN) that directs her life: "HOW MUCH JESUS
LOVED US!!"

PERHAPS BOTH TOGETHER FORGOT "DANTE'S INFERNO!!"

PERHAPS ADVENTISTS ALSO FORGET: (A) There was "NO
HELL!!" (B) Now there is a "HELL!!" in which the FLAMES are
"60 TIMES HOTTER THAN FIRE AS WE KNOW IT!!" (C) With NO
HOPES of ever getting OUT of it! (Under ROMANISM "YES!!"
there is a HOPE! of a SORT.) UNDER ADVENTISM'S BILLY
GRAHAM and a "PURER RELIGION!!" there is NO "PURGATORY!!"
NO "PENANCE!!" NO "ABSOLUTION!!"

ADVENTIST'S "BILLY GRAHAM!!" PUTS YOU IN "HELL!!"

AND THROWS THE KEY AWAY-!!! THIS IS A "PURER!!" RELIGION.

SO IS "HAL LINDSEY!!"

ROMANISM HAS SOME "MERCY!!" PROTESTANTISM HAS "NONE!!"

SHULLER'S "MOTHER TERESA!!" HAS "JESUS' LOVE!!"

HOLDING PEOPLE'S HEADS UNDER WATER IN THE FLOOD -
PUTTING A FIRE ON THEIR TAIL IN Sodom AND IN THE "END
OF THE WORLD!!" THIS IS "O.K.!!" WITH SHULLER, MOTHER
TERESA, JACK VAN IMPE, BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM, MARTIN
LUTHER KING AND HAL LINDSEY!!

THEY ARE GIVING US "THE GOSPEL!!" AND WE SHOULD:
"HELP THE GOSPEL!!"
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WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE REAL "GOSPEL?" AND THEIRS-???
IF YOU DO NOT MAKE IT - YOU ARE DEAD!
IF YOU DO NOT MAKE IT WITH MOTHER TERESA - YOU ARE
ALIVE! WRITHING, TWISTING, TORMENTS, NO RELIEF!
THIS IS "O.K.-??!
WITH KIND SOUL "MOTHER TERESA!" - SHULLER,
JACK VAN IMPE, and this should be TRUMPETED to the WORLD!

AND THE ADVENTIST-???
SIGN THEIR NAME ON THE DOTTED LINE - DO NOT FIND FAULT
WITH ANY OTHER RELIGION! KNOWING THIS - IT IS OF UN-
COMMON INTEREST TO SEE THE LAODICEAN CLOWN UP THERE
- CAREFULLY HEDGING SO NOTHING IS SAID TO EXPOSE AND
DENOUNCE ANY ERROR! TURN TO T5:211 to see the FATE of
the "PEACE AND SAFETY!" DUMB LAODICEAN DOGS-!!! THAT
WILL NOT "BARK!" (LET ALONE "BITE!") WE NEED "ELIJAH!!
AND HIS TRUSTY "SWORD!" VERY BADLY! TO PUT A STOP TO
THESE "CLOWNS!" THEOLOGICAL BUMS!

"ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.

NO-!!! NOT "TORmented TOGETHER!" THAT IS NOT OUR GOD!
"THERE SHALL BE NO MORE PAIN NOR SORROW NOR CRYING!"
TELL THIS TO "MOTHER TERESA!" So she has a REASON to
DROP her "DANTE'S INFERNO!" ("RELIGION-???") And come
over to the REAL "GOSPEL!" ("GOOD NEWS!") BREAK AWAY
FROM THE "COUNTERFEIT!"

This is a "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" production!
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

1891 - Sr. White left for Australia to 1900.
1893 - A.T.JONES harangued the Battle Creek Tabernacle Church to take "I AM SAVED!" Anna Rice Phillips as the Prophet to the Church.
1893 - A.T.JONES presented the basics for "I AM SAVED!" in the Marlow Theatre in Chicago.
1893 - A.F.BALLENGER became fascinated with this phase of Doctrine and the General Conference gave him top billing so this blessed assurance swept through worker's meetings and camp meetings - "Receive ye the Holy Ghost!" Pentecostals were called in to add their bodily exercises with shouting & deafening music.
1900 - This took particular hold in the Indiana Conference under S.S.DAVIS, together with most of the Ministers including R.S.DONNEL, president of the Indiana Conference. Holy Roller and "Salvation Army" methods took over.
1900 - Sr. White came back to America to meet it head on and face to face. HASKELL & BREED were about the only ones who saw the danger in it and reported to her at all. The people did not want to listen to them. They wanted what they had. Sr. White said two things:
[1] This was as hard to get rid of as Spiritism.
[2] This "HOLY FLESH" fanaticism with its throbbing & deafening music and all - would be repeated just before the Close of Probation. (Read first 50 pages of SM Book 2. Read this paper again when your mind is fresh - first thing in the morning to appreciate the documentation and see the jigsaw puzzle fit together as we face the Omegs of Apostasy.)
1903 - A.T.JONES & F.J.WAGGNER graduated to "LIVING TEMPLE" and became involved in revising the book and teaching its basics to the day they died. In all the books they wrote "I AM SAVED!"

1975 - Sligo Takoma Park "HOLY FLESH" beginning.

This is a "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" production.